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COPING WITH THE
END-OF-SEMESTER RUSH
When a scmeMcr is narrowing down
to its fin a] week, students have three
main concerns on their minds, grade
reporting, early registration and Pell
checks.
At this particular moment in the final
days of this semester, students are
Hocking around campus trying to
reach their professors to go over what
is being referred to as grade reporting.
It is a time when students set up
appointments and get an advanced sta-
tus on their grades for the remainder
of the semester. And what if a student
doesn't like a grade they are going to
receive? Then, it is time to negotiate
By Fernando Lopez
by asking for extra credit assignments
to raise their grades up a point or two.
"I will try to make an appointment
with my history professor to see if I
can somehow someway do some
makeup work." says a liberal arts stu-
dent here at BCC, "I missed some
work because I had some personal
things to attend to, which I will tell my
professor."
Many professors acknowledge that
during this period, most of their visi-
tors will be students trying to make up
work either by extra credit essays, par-
ticipating more in class or, like me,
attending a school play and writing a
review of it. But, there are those pro-
fessors who take a slightly different
approach when it comes to giving
grades.
"As a professor. I provide a contract
grading system in which the students
will know exactly what their grades
will be based on," says Dr. Laurence
Powell, a communication arts and sci-
ence:-professor here at BCC.
Continue on Page 3<
EDITORIAL VOICES
Hie Communicator will regularly offer op-cd pieces produced by-
American scholars, often
writing to express ike philosophies ofihis country's leading private
public-affairs organizations.
Their views over time will give air to a spectrum of liberal, conserva-
tive,, moderate views of life
in a changed America. We welcome your comments on the views
expressed in this pieces.
War and Morality
moral uncertainty-a quality that is shaping President
Bush's shapeless policy toward Iraq.
Despite his repeated assertions about the dan-
gers posed by Saddam Hussein, Mr Bush chose to
By Peter Schwartz
Mr. Bush's policy toward Hussein is doomed to failure because it refuses to evaluate the conflict with Iraq in moral terms.
The hallmark of our political leaders today is embrace the appeasing resolution recently passed by
the U.N. Refusing to condemn Saddam Hussein as a
vicious dictator whose government has no right to remain
in power, the resolution offered him the mollifying "com-
mitment of all Member States to the sovereignty and ter-
ritorial integrity of Iraq." Wagging a finger at the tyrant
who routinely gases political opponents and amputates
the tongues of his critics, the Security Council warned
Hussein that noncompiiance will result in some fuzzy
"serious consequences."
The Council members agreed with the Syrian
representative, who insisted that the resolution "should
not be interpreted [to] authorize any entity to use force."
The legitimate concerns of Iraq
should be respected." said the Chinese deputy ambas-
sador.
Hussein, who has snubbed his nose at 16 previ-
ous resolutions, knows that as long as he goes along
with the ridiculous pretense that the arms inspectors can
actually disarm him, the world's diplomats wiH keep him
safe from a U.S. attack.
The U.N. opposes the
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Letter From The Editor
It is almost finals time. Nobody should be in a panic, after all we all knew it was com-
ing, still, I am sure that some of you are. We at the Communicator are finally pay-
ing full attention to the final assignments after spending the bulk of the semester
trying to resurrect this newspaper from the ashes of yesteryear. The work was
started by our current Student Government President Carlos Sierra amongst oth-
ers two semesters ago and has fallen upon our shoulders this semester. It has been
and continues to be a difficult job to do. Not all of us came on the job knowing exact-
ly what to do and we have all gone around in a few circles learning the ropes before
we were able to get key assignments accomplished. Still, something about being
empowered by a mission and vision drove us to work very hard at putting this news-
paper together. Its been looking good, hasn't it?
Like I said, it hasn't been easy but it has always been exciting. In the process we
have had plenty of fun, lots of laughs and have all grown somewhat wiser. The cur-
rent Communicator staff has grown very close, and despite the impending depar-
ture of two of our valued team players, the future of this newspaper looks brighter.
I hope every BCC student did what they needed to do in order to pass their cours-
es this semester. The door is open for any of you who wants to contribute to this
newspaper to join us next semester. I expect that we will continue to have furi as we
attempt to fulfill our mission of producing a quality student-driven newspaper.
In the interim, I want to ask all of the teachers out there who had a member of The
Communicator as a student to forgive us for not always being fully there in the spir-
it or in person. We have often been so caught up in trying to make publication dead-
lines and preserve momentum that rt has sometimes taken away from what we
were able to otter inside the classroom. Most of us, without this newspaper to con-
tend with, would probably be straight A students and active classroom participants,
as I had been for the two semesters prior to this one. To further illustrate, my chief
graphic designer who is in her last semester at BCC has a 4.0 grade point average,
but that may be in jeopardy now because she spent 10 hour days this semester
doing graphic design for the newspaper instead of whatever else her teachers may
hav/e exoected tuw to do. She was. as the rest at us, dedicated to informative excel-
'-«"*•'• •
fi
*
aJ
- «*» «^« «* mntiraly crying about it. The consensus amongst my Staff is
that the experience we have gained working here is invaluable and the process of
becoming so enjoyable that has been entirely worth the sacrifices. We are not
ashamed of what we tried to do this semester though rt may have cost us in many
otfier ways. We feel that we really came alive doing what we were did here and most
of us are likely to continue the same or similar type of work in the near future. While
we recognize that what we accomplished here cannot account for what we needed
to do in class, we also hope that we are not unduly punished for giving our extra
50% percent here but not always there. As editor-in-chief, Id like to ask our teach-
ers to be merciful to my staff. We had the best of intentions at heart.
The last thing that I want to say I is addressed to everyone here at BCC and that is
that BCC is and has always been a work in progress. Just because you found It a
certain way doesn't mean that you shouldn't attempt to change it. The future does-
nl have to look like today, and if we are progressing, it shouldn't. You are a creator&
this is your schools adapt it to fit your needs.
Sincerely, Yaphet Murphy,
(Editor-in-Chief)
IPulg®
Off all the accomplishments we at the Communicator have done this
semester, we would not have done it without Angel Morillo and Renata
Porkolab. They have been crucial for us in our graphics department.
Most of the graphic design that you see in the school newspaper have
been the work of these two individuals.
On behalf off the entire
Communicator staff; we would like to thank
Angel and Renata for their hard work and dedication.
As you two move forward in pursuit of your future endeavors, we wish
you nothing but the absolute best.
Your presence here will most definitely be missed.
Cornrnunicy College
We're looking for a
few GREAT people
for Spring Semester
2003!
The Communicator is looking for:
Graphic Artists, Story Writers
(Entertainment, Sports, News, etc..)
Marketing and Sales Personnel
Photographers Office &
Administrative Help
If you are qualified in any of the areas
above or just want to give a
go at it contact:
Yaphet Murphy
Editor-in-Chief
Colston Hall Room 605
Bronx, NY 10453
P; 718-289-5445
F: 718-289-6310
If you haven't done so already, pick up
the latest copy of The Communicator
to see what you've been missing.
The Communicator
is the Student Newspaper of
Bronx Community College of the City
University of New York.
We are located at:
Bronx Community College
The Communicator (Colston 605)
W. 181st Street & University Avenue.
Bronx, New York 10453-3102
Telephone (718)289-5445
Fax (718) 289-6310
E-mail: BCCCOMMUNlCATOR@Yahoo.com
"Dedicated to Informative Excellence."
It is the policy of the City University of New Vbrk not
to discriminate on the basis of race, creed, national,
origin, sex, age or handicapping condition in its
educational programs, activities, and employment
policy, as required by law. Any BCC person who
believes he or she has been discriminated against
should contact the BCC Affirmative Action Officer in
Language Had, Room 31.
Editor In Chief: Yaphet Murphy
Graphic Editor: Ronata Porkolab,
Writing Editor: Fernando Lopez
Business Manager: Tanla Polanco
Advertising Manager: Nadla Merhal
Photojoumalists: Peter Sales,
Photoghraphlst: Jesus Rodriguez
Graphic Artists: Angel Morillo,
Julia Mogena, Defmy OreUana,
Layka Ramirez
Cartoonist: Anthony Perez
Faculty Advisor: Andrew Rowan
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COPING WITH THE END-OF-SEMESTER RUSH - continuation
Dr. Powell has a
u l i n g system in
which, after all the
grades are collected,
he will drop the
».«^^- pv~V» •»• l°wcsl grade the
JT M ft 1 I ^ud^nl has. He also
•• «: j» I says, "In my class a
student p i c k s and
choose their grades
according to their
own coin pete rice
and interests. 1 don't
yive grades: 1 just
record them and l e i t h e students decide/'
After a snecesslid or non-success fu l tirade
report, it is now tiu>e to collect those long over-
due and always welcomed Pell checks. When a
letter from the college bursars" office reaches a
s tuden t ' s home saying, '"Pell checks will be dis-
tributed on Mondav." it will crack a smile on his
or her face. "Peli checks are distributed to stu-
dents for books, transportation and odier person
al reasons," says Glenda Moran. an aide in the
financial aid office.
When The Cnmmunicdtor asked some students
about the Pell checks, many s tudents associated
then with the corning vacation. "I will go shop-
ping for the holidays, pay ;-:orne bills and save;'
said Giselle Garcia, an educat ion major. If yon
happened to be downtown d u r i n g the
Thanksgiving holidays. yo,i might have bumped
into some of you classmates doing some shop-
ping. ''I'm sure that almost everybody all ready
knew what they were going to do with their
money before they ac tual ly received itj'' says lib
era! arts student Leone! Rivera jok ing ly . "Es el
un tiempo de fiesta1 ' (It is a time to parly) said a
bi l ingual student in Spanish. She went on to say
that the Pell checks bring to mind a long-await
ed vacation that's ahead and that it is time to
party, shop, and enjoy the holidays. For many
students, however. Pell checks pretly much
means that they will be able to buy much-need-
ed personal items, such as food and clothing, ai
well as paying the rent.
Whether you receive Pell money or not, there are
many things to be thankful for d i n i n g the holi-
days, for example, the fact that you are a t tending
and/or about to graduate from college with a
degree, perhaps the first one in yonr f a m i l y to do
so. So now that you have your grades in check,
and the holiday shopping is all done : it is: time to
til ink ahead and regis ter ea r ly F.arlv r eg i s t r a t i on
can b-e time c o n s u m i n g because a s tnden l can
spend more than an hour f ina i i /mg their class
schedules that will fit wi th their employment or
studs hours. Most students don't wish to take
class on Fridays or Mondays. Other students pre-
fer to have classes only on Tuesdays and
Thursday, and mere are those s tudents who
would rather only take n i g h t clashes.
Farly registration also marks a time when stu
dents become nostalgic, fhey will look at how
many more classes they have left before gradual
ing and moving on to their chosen careers or
four-year schools.
Grade reporting, registration, and finals, all
wrapped into the ending days of the semester,
can lead to a very stressful end to a very busy
year. As we come down to the end and look for-
ward to the future, a student, such as myself, at
times wonders if all the hard work was rea l ly
worth it. Professors and other advisors assure us
that it is.
You walk ir.tc the livelier bec&Use
you have to But yor: don't want to
tx? there. Who can t trust? Who will
help ir.e? These arc the qin.-->(i.pn-.
and feelings thai are running
through your head You feel alone
and afraid.
WVicn people walk into a
shelter, j i i> because ibey doo'r
Oomc?**t:i<c Violence
Its Effects on
bp bcc student
c police will <iV:r,
the kids awuy from them because r>f
the violence involved in the hou^c.
Sometimes the victims are afraid of
gmng (o their family's house
occanse they don't want to pal Jhcrtl
in danger, and they c'oz't want to be
found by the;: abuse r. Thai/M one ;>:
the main reason people •nvo'.vcr. in
<:<):r :- . : ] i : - vok".tc:> e:-.<j >.:p ir. she'.
tcrs. Even though they don't -want
lo be there^ there is no other choice.
It is hard when you art in a situation
Like that to trust anybody. You think
e.vrr>txxJy around is going to hurt
you. or tell your abuser where to
find you.
Lift; in a domestic shelter
•.:a:i {v:: vcrv impersonal ~\\i;)le ar>'r
<il':;-iiil ex" :x::n<' phvs ic . i l l v and ~>er
C H I L D R E N ' S L I T E R A T U R E
Here's* A Course you don't want to
ENG 56-4053 2 credits
TUESDAYS, 12-1:50
: ENG 11 only
HAVt I- U N K (-.A I) I N G U N T I i R T A I N l N G
HOOKS WHILE FULFILLING YOUR ELEC-
T I V E R E Q U I R E M E N T S !
E X C I T I N G WORKS BY AUTHORS SUCH AS
M A U R I C E S E N D A K , TON I M O R R I S O N .
D A V I D ' P A N A M A " F R A N C I S AND liCC
E N G L I S H INSTRUCTOR B O B R E I S E R
TAUGHT BY PRO I. PHYLLIS READ.
ENGLISH D E PA RE M E N T. M E M B E R O E T I I E
BOARD OE DIRECTORS.
BCC Cl l l l D DEVELOPMENT CENTER
tally ^itxjsietl again. OttC« yCHJ decide
IP go into a shelter, it is very com-
mon lo fall into depurssion. accord-
ing to Debbie, a domestic violence
counselor, from the New J-kiikunUl
shelter. Thai's ihe reason why, when
pt<rplc enter a shelter, the shelter
%vofkers 'j-y to make sure lha t the
:wwci:>tre'.'S "<\ t\ I'.Cir.c by prr,;-vjc]
in;.;, t hem '4-if.h food, s":>\'jer, money,
clothes. r<x>:n medical a\Ai:;t/ii>v,
and Iranspoi la l i im. Most of the
•:k:::H-.sLc violence shel ter ' s sfa.T
:>c;ievcs that the vict ims allow the
abuse because they don' t h;ive air-1
Other ItiK.tU-mi s.i[>|X)ii ottier than
their ruishruHlY The ataff piovidv.,
the victims wi th rni>"cy because
they want them to feel a sense of
independence. Another thing thai Ls
provided to the victims 'S food and
clotlies. so the vk:ti:ns woti'l fed
the need to go hack home artd put
themselves in danger and^ even
woifrf:, get killed.
Life in a domestic vio-
lence Shelter can maic victims
:Kc<!mc isoliiicd, Jw.cly and vety
Jeprc-s-^ed. ALconJinp. 10 Debbie,
most of Uie victims, for Che First
•.vcck, arc vciy isolated. Ttcy don't
want 10 Udk to ;mybi>dy al the
rniuse; joi«e<itne* they will even
lock theniM.'lvcs for a fe^ liays m
their rooms. When sonwthint: like
that hapixw., the staff w i l l give
them their spacs, Debbie said
After the first week of
being in the shelter the victim's
social worker wil l explain how the
r^les and i"j:«l;Uu>us in the house
work. First of sil l , tliey will walk thus
person around the house to get them
familiar u i t h
 a|i tf>e n>;xuv, as wcl'.
a.\ t':-re oiher vic:iir..v. l : - u a l l v , there
arc or.ly a few worsen in the shelun",
, \ i : ( : i i n . l i i i i t to one of the workers X>~
the New Hoii/x)iH.'i] Oieitcr, they
have a house with al least seven
s, five bathfxxm, one
kitchen, a dining nxirn, a play nx)m,
a Laundry room, a Irving room, a
backyard and a fronlyarci., all there
to make the victims feel comfort-
able. In the house, they only have
unc (clcpl'oiic. which will not
received tnivii te . i : i< umniy ca l l s .
Also the lioj»c has mai'.y dcwrs and
SCCie'. V><issaae» to l ieJp the victims
eicf.pe ir: c'-.ij; of '::.\' e'llt." O.cnr y.
The -"-f-'-y i-:'-; 'i'i til-.1 he-use v<i ' . l ~-<x
t:K l<oy t.o th.(> vi:-,::n^ -i>.x^. 'I'he
hoiKe w i l l not i."« a *.(••-• for thv
i'io:U d;xH'. I>ebb:<! sail, that trio rea-
son \ \ ' l i v the main d-:xn tkx'sr. ' t hav-:
;; s-r.l nl hr.ys is "ijeciuise they arc
afraid tfiai the vivii : : is I .KIV L(xsc il
Ki'.d, .soii ieii irurs, tlx'.n abiiscis can
make ;:o]'ics and fcl.ow the victims
to l:>e s'oclter. In t l te house :l:cy can
use f.lmos: every ro«:>ti:, cxcep'. '.h;
main office, which i^ where the staff
that secures ihe h:u:Se vojks.
Qarh vi'.ttiri ha.\ to ;',et .'•-
p i - r sonnl and group counselor, l/.very
group wil l have ir.s own time and
date to come tow.ih-. i imd La!k about
dlfJercnt situations where women
can be abused. In the house only
nine people are allowed at a v.nie,
that is i : ir . jhuli i ;g children and adulLs.
For instance, if a woman has two
kids, they will be counted as tluec
people in ihe house.
The victims also have
their resporsihiiiues. Bvery Sundays
they have to do different c':Xir«, U>
maintain the house in a good condi
tiorL For e.MiTii[iic, one week one of
them wi l l do the ki tchen, and anoth-
er week the same person wi l l do the
p ! ; i y j < K ? i i, and ,wj forth. If the vio
liiiis light, (k;n ' t do- their c:x;re,sf tell
; j n \ l x i < i ) - the :K;USC address or come
home alter mu 'n iph i , which is the
'ates', they cun ^ri'ive at the h:~use .
then tl-.e.y w;.T. be barred fro in the
shelter. In a r f d i l t i ^ n , no ony irom the
can open the door to any
unknown people with out a proper
ID.
WHAT ffAPPEN* AFTER
After being in the shelter
for a few month1; and passiing the
depression stage, then the social
foUcsw Ihc VTictima to \Vic
i v-1. whici is «jQjOi«v !•>•
and itarirtt a new life on
their own. They provide the victims
with papers arkd a personal social
worker 10 help them with Seciion 8.
or any other program from the gov-
ernment to get them an ii|t>;«t)iicrl.
They do :>elp with the .-tpiminem
movie expenses, and fumitine.
71 ley wil l utivc t ^rr.r.t ':<<- puxha--
;nt: cloih-ii;.;., ::>ys, lii;-i:<., p:K'fK\ a^d
\t' ori. Also, they w i l l help the s i c -
t'lr.s to v;o hark to sch.ool :;•- provid-
i n g I t K - r n wi th k iue rs ,-.r.i! inf-::nna-
lion on wh.ei-e to \j,-.'i th-::ir (».:"..D or
tii:is:i s,;>•>•;;.. A.I < ) L l . u s :> -ei •,
I'oo-:I, l>i;( a f t e r 1.K" vi,::m:.s :'n-:l a
k;h, :ltey ::..^. icive ttxr.l on their
own.
'l'-e ^hcl tcr ' i help i» •-•z:y
g-;xKJ, but the hck> ii;:i" ihe v,eKu:e
ccnier is «.on)il:.-.',N. '.'itey don ' t ••'•••ait
to .see if th.e victims are (-'.oiins ." !">*'
ali r i j ^ h t af.er t'tv.: jol- they ; t lh :y j u s t
starl cutt ing a.I th.e pn. '« rairis
Arv ' o id in j ' to Y(K:r-:.st/i PO|?.:K:O. a
virtiir . •;[' co:i:e,stic violcii-.v. "I: is
v-iuy had to find a job. I'm st i l l suf-
fv'.iing froi:i coiillx l i n y feeli:'.;•'» and
i lcpic ' -MO'i To make things even
wo:\e, there is no fairnly S U [ H X K I
\vhal.svi'vi.-i, Ncx CH:]V thai , but my
ab-user has found me three times
already. Because of him, I was
forced u> Itave the college and move
out oi' the scate. HoM-ever, r.ot every
thing is bad. At least the people
from the shelter tried to help rtv;
find ar.other plucf. that is far away.*'
"1 think that I may be s;;fr, for now."
said Diana Ruiz, another victim of
domestic violenc-:1,.
A\ cording to Yooa.s'.E.
Diana and the soci?,. woikcr at tlK
shelter, it is ve;y hard for abused
women 10 not be afnr.d, fearful and
trustful aHf'•!!
U
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What would you like to see
changed on campus?
Yarelis Quilcs
Business Admin i s t r a t ion
I don't l ike the fuel that
students in ihe l ib ra r \ are verv loud
Rositsa Tanchcva
Computer Science
The first thing that bothers me is the
pay phones. Often times they don't work
and they tend to steal your change or won't
give it back. The other th ing that bothers me
is the cafeteria on Thursday, the music are
played too loud. But the most awful thing
however, is the foods in the cafeteria. I can't
hardly ever find a food that is nu t r i t ion i s t and
hea l t hy for me. Hven those foods that are sup-
posedly heal thy for me are still too spicy and
oi ly . This school does not have a good selec-
tion of foods for vegetarians.
Iris Mota
Liberal Arts
1 don't like the classrooms because
they arc too overcrowded. The ba th-
rooms arc nas ty . There are no soaps.
The classrooms should be sophist i-
cated. The chairs are old. They
should be up to date, f t doesn't make
sense to me.
Mariana Mercedes
Programming Systems;
I really don't like the music thai is played in
the cafeteria on Thursday's. I also don't l ike
those prices for the food in the cafeteria,
which is often lousy and dirtv.
Vanessa Rodriguez
Accounting
What I hate is when I'm at a busi-
ness club meeting in room 208. the
DJ plays his music real l> loud and
also the fact, that the bathrooms are
real lv nasty.
Jorge Batista
Knginee r ing Science
I don't l ike the male gym
locker rooms because they
are broken and fu l l of rust. T
doirt like them at all! The
locker room needs fixing.
Julissa Cabral
1 d u c a l i o n
f l i c t u i t i o n keeps r i s i n g up. Before i t was
S v\ bin now it is S7.V I ' .very year the t u i t i o n
!!ds h i g h e r , l l ' s too much! Oft course the
c a f e t e r i a is no good. The g \ m " s are horr ible
. i i u l the classes need f i x i n g . The grass needs
c u l l i n g . So b a s i c a l K . wha t I 'm t r x i n g to sa\
is t h a t the \ \holc campus needs f i x i n g .
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Come Home
HN I-!. K.\ervlI Brm\n
•\ft.f.-\t . ... ,
 %y
3g^.«
I have
been to
many far
away places
I have seen people of dif-
ferent faces
Now I see a whole lot of
good
In this, the old neighbor-
hood
Where is this old neigh-
borhood
Where society expect no
good
Where everyone is
expected to fail
Despite it all, they thrive
and prevail
Such a joy, makes you
feel real good
To live in this the old
neighborhood
You hear boisterous and
jovial laughter
Mixed with loud down
home chatter
The play ground is
asphalt or concrete
And the parks have not
one decent seat
But chil-
dren play,
and life
is still good
Day after day right here
in the 'Hood
For children of the Hood
mean street
Growing up was tough,
no easy feat
And no matter how far
you may roam
Remember the 'Hood is
forever home
There are still no willows
or shady trees
The summer is funky hot,
no cool breeze
But the guys and gals still
dress in them fine clothes
Guys with ear rings and
gals with rings on their
toes
Sorry that life troubles
keeping you down
And that happy smile is
turning to a frown
God bless, don't hesitate,
no need to phone
The 'Hood will always
welcome you, come home
TO DREAM
Marie A. Hernandez
To Dream is not lavishing on empty worldly
thoughts of promises.
To Dream is how to put into practice that which you
set as a goal.
To Dream is not anticipating all you can do—once
you get there,..
To Dream is to mentally prepare for an outcome
without despair.
To Dream is not to put your time on hold while the
wind continues to blow.
Time is meant for Dreams to come true...
To Dream is to make aware the thoughts of luxury
brought to life.
Take your Dream of an education and soar to get
there.
For Dreaming can get you here and there.
Maybe you're flying, maybe your scraping?
If you exhaust yourself to get there—you1 U have
dreamt
Not in a downward spiral, but in an ascending order
Go on dream...but don't sleep on your mental
images,
They may become futile.
DREAM, for by grasping every other American's,
Dream there is a better life.
Put yourself in a positive Dream, GRADUATE!
Three lines of fear
Fed his melancholy eye
And Furrowed his faded face
As he bent over his knees
And pulled and unwrapped a bot-
tle of beer.
A sacred manner of love
Seemed to bind him
To the bottle he held
With a religious complicity.
His overloaded cart,
Now and then, hit
His wounded feet.
Winter had blown
Its cold wind over the clown
And had thrown him
Over the limit of being human.
Some flies had found refuge
On his rags
He dragged
Along with his pack of dogs.
As he lifted his defeated eyes
On hurried people passing-by,
A caricatured smile
Tore his wrinkled face,
His reddish teeth shaking
As though they wanted to be
freed.
A woman on the sidewalk plunged
a furious hand
Inside the pocket of her jacket,
Pulling out a handful
Of handkerchiefs
To protect her from odors
As she passed by the homeless.
The man's hand had formed a
bridge
That had hung on the empty
Expecting to be given
A quarter.
Then he pulled it back
Grabbed his cart and went away.
Winding his way
Under the cold wind.
TheLine
By: Acacia Brown
SUNSHINE
She walks a
strait line with a
crooked foot.
Not knowing where she's
going.
Ifet making every step worth
while,
walking the line Trying not to
detour;
She keeps it strait walking
her line
With a crooked foot.
'arsiird
Want to be an inspira-
tion to the nation,
Elevate our souls with
a little meditation.
We can stand with a
hand of participation,
leading to unification.
It takes great determi-
nation to overcome
this tribulation.
We can bind and climb
through this separation
of segregation.
This is no imitation.
Let there be limitation,
Is it our fate to be
erased from many
complications?
In these tricky situa-
tions we are facing,
Waiting for the time of
emancipation
From this
Incarceration.
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FRLL 2002 FINHL EKHMS SCHEDULE
ACC 11 1101 TIM. 12/174X2. 9:00-
11:OO»m NH 34
ACC 11 1102 TIM. 12/174X2, 9:00-
11:OOam NH 36
ACC 11 1103 TIM. 12/17/02. 9500-
11K»arn NH 38
ACC 11 1104 T|», 12/174*2, 9:00-
ME Q03C
ACC 11 5101 Man, 12/1 B4X2, 8:15-
lOriSpm NN 36
ACC 11 510Z Man, 12/IB4K2, 8:16-
10:19pm NH 34
ACC rTsiOS Mon. 12/184X2, 8.15-
10:1Spm NH 35
ACC 11 8511 Sal, 12/21/02, fcOO-
11:OOWM NH 94
ACC 12 110S Mon, 12/234*2. 0:00-
1140MH NH 34
ACC 12 5104 Tlw. 18/174)2, 8:00-
S&Qptn NH 34
ACC 12 5ios Tu»,i2/i74», e-oo-
BKWpm NH 36
ACC 13 1107 Thu, 12/194*2, 11:16-
1:15pm ME CKJ3C
ACC 13 5108 Thu, 12/19412, 6.-00-
8:00pm NH 35
ACC IS 1108 Thu, 12/194*2, fcOO-
UrOOam NH 34
ACC 15 5107 Wad, 12/184*2, 8:00-
84kOpn> NH 33
ACS 11 9601 W«d, 12/184)2, 6:00-
8cOOpm BL 304
ACS 12 8681 Sri. 12/21*2, 11:1 5-
1:1 Jpm BL 304
ACS 13 9602 MOO, 12034*2, IhOO-
11:00afti BL 206
ACS 13 9851 TIM, 12/174)2, 6:00-
BL 208
ACS 14 9$82 Sat 12014*2, 140-
BL 904
MCS M «Ml Sun, 12/22/012,
5:48pni BL 304
ACS 22 9692 Sun. 12024*2, 1:30-
Bt 3108
ACS 23 9603 Wad, 12/184*2, 1:30-
3:3Op« BL 304
ACS 24 9804 T\i«, 12/17/02, 9HXO-
BL 208
ANT 11 3201 TIM. 12/19*8, 9:00-
1 1:OaMn CO 214 •
ART 10 4002 TU4, 12/17/TO, 11:16-
1:15pm BL 302
ART 11 27*6 Mon, 12/234*2, 9:00-
11:OMm BL 304
ART 11 7756 Mon. 12034*2. 9:00-
BL 304
ART 11 2757 TTHJ, 12/194*2,11:15-
1:15ptn BL 302
AFT 11 2758 Mon.12O34»2. 9:00-
11:00am BL 302
ART 11 2759 Mm, 12/23/02, 11:1 6-
1:15pm BL 302
ART 11 2760 Mon, 12/234*2, 11:15-
1:15pm BL 304
ART 11 2781 Mon, 12034*2, 1:30-
330pm BL 302
ART 11 2782 Thu, 12/194*2. 130-
3:30pm BL 302
ART 11 2783 Thu. 12/19/02, 3:45-
5:4Spm BL 302
ART 11 2784 Mon. 1 2/234*2, 3:45-
5:4Spm BL 302
ART 11 4003 TIM, 12/17/02, 140-
3:3Opm BL 304
ART 11 4004 FrL 12/204*2, 11:15-
1:15pm BL 302
ART 11 «7S6 Wad, 12/18/02, 6:00-
8.-OOpm BL 302
ART 11 8757 Thu. 12/19412, 8:00-
6.-OOpm BL 302
ART 11 8756 Sat. 12/21/02, 9:00-
11*0*fn BL 302
ART 15 276S Thu. 12/19/02, 1:30-
3;30pm BL 208
ART 21 Z788 Mon, 12/234*2, 11:15-
l:15Bm NH 24
ART 21 87S7 S*. 12/21/08. 9:00-
11lOO*m NH 24
ART 22 2787 Thu, 12/194)2, 9:00-
11:0001* NH 24
ART 32 2788 M0«, 12034)2, 3:45-
5:45pm NH 36
ART 41 2799 Mon, 12/234)2, 1:30-
330pm Bt Mi
ART 42 2770 Mon, 12/23412, 1:30-
3-Mfnn BL Ml
ART SS 4005 Frt 12004)2. 11:1 5-
1:15pm ME C04
ART 71 2771 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:00-
11:00*11 ME C04
ART 71 2772 Thu, 12/19/02, 1:30-
330pm ME C04
ART 79 2773 Mon. 1 3/234*2, 9AO-
11:00801 ME 225
ART 81 2775 Mon. 12/234*2. 11:15-
1:16pm ME 226
ART 61 4008 Fri, 12/204)2. 11:15-
1:16pm ME 226
ART 82 2778 Men, 12/234)2, 11:1 5-
1:15pm BL 208
ART 83 2777 Mon, 12/23/02, 8:00-
11:00am BL 208
ART 84 2778 Thu, 12/194*2, 3>45-
Sj45pm ME 225
ART 84 9001 Sat. 12/21/02, 11 rtS-
1:1*pm ME 225
ART 86 2779 Thu, 12/19412, 1:30-
3:30pm ME 225
ART 87 2780 Mon, 1 2/234*2. 1-.30-
3:3Opm ME 225
ART 88 8780 WOd, 12/164*2. 0:00-
6:00pra ME 225
ART 91 4007 TtM, 12/17/02. 11:15-
Irl5pm ME 22»
AST 11 3002 Thu. 12*940, 9=00-
ff:<Wpm OH 2M
AST 11 sow m, lantMtt. iui5-
BH 228
BIO 12 1015 Thu, 12/19/02, 6:00-
ME 332
AST 11 3094 Thu, 12/194)2, 3*5-
5:4Spm BH 228
AST 11 7091 Thu, 12/194X2. 6:00-
BH 228
AST 11 8500 Sat 12014*2, 0:00-
11:00am BH 228
AST 12 3095 Fri, 12/304X2. 1*0-
3:3Dpm ffl 204
8IO 11 1001 Mon. 12/23/02, 9:00-
1l900ain ME 228
BIO 11 1002 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:00-
11:00*m ME 332
BK) 11 1003 Thu, 12 *^02.
11 OOMT1 ME 332
BIO 11 1004 Tbu. 12/19/02. 9:00-
llrOOem ME 331
BK> 11 1005 Mon,ia2*O2.
11:OMm ME 228
BIO 11 1008 Mon, 12/23/02, 13O-
3:30pfn ME 227
BIO 11 1007 Men, 12/23*12, 3i4S-
5:45pm ME 331
BIO 11 1008 Mon.12/23A2,
3:30pm ME 331
BIO 11 1009 Thu. 12/16/02, 1:30-
3U»pm ME 237
BIO 11 1011 Thu.MfiVOSt<
ME 228
130-
BIO 11 5001 WMI, I2n»ra,
8900pm ME 228
BIO 11 5002 WMI.12/18A2. 6--00-
ME 228
BIO 11 4011
ME 804
BIO 11 5003 Thu,l2nMl2, 8:OO-
ME 228
BIO 11 8501 SM. 12/21/02. feOO-
ll^ftwn ME 804
BIO 12 1012 Man, 12/23/02, 11 :1S-
1:15pm ME 228
BIO 12 1013 Thu, 12/1*02, 9:00-
II.DOtm ME 804
BK) 12 1014 Mon, 12/23/02. 11:15-
ME 228
BIO 12 5004 Thu, 12/19/02, 6:OO-
8:00pm ME 332
BIO 18 1017 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:00-
11:00im ME 704
BIO 18 1016 Mon, 12/23*2, 11:15-
1:1Spm ME 604
BIO 18 5006 Thu. 12/1002. 6:00-
e:00pm ME 804
BIO 22 8001 TM. 12^7/02, 6:00-
6:00pn> ME C03C
BIO 23 1021 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:00-
11:00«m ME 228
BIO 23 1022 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:00-
11:00am ME 228
BIO 23 1023 MOM 203412, 9:00-
11:00«m ME 332
BIO 23 1024 Mon, 1203412, 9:00-
11:00im ME 332
BIO 23 1026 ThU, 12/19/02, 1:38-
3:30pm ME 228
BIO 23 1028 Thu, 12/19/02, 1:30-
3:30pm ME 228
BIO 23 1O27 Mon, 12/23*2, 11:15-
1:1Spm PH 11
BIO 23 1028 Mon. 12/23412. 11:1 S-
1:15pm PH 11
BIO 23 1038 Mon, 12*34)2, 11:15-
1:1 5pm ME 704
BIO 23 1039 Thu, 12/1*O2, 1:30-
3:30pm ME 331
BIO 23 4012 Fri, 12/2O4)2, 9:00-
ME 804
BIO 23 5008 W6d, 12/1 64*2. 6*0-
8:00pm ME 332
BIO 29 5007 WW. 12/1 8/02, «:00»
fcOOpm ME 332
BIO 29 9M8 Tw«, 14/17412. 8JO-
BIO 23 SOW WM, 12/1MO, ««O-
SKMpm ME 332
BIO 23 5017 TIM, 12/17412, 8:00-
ME 704
BK) 23 8902 CM. 12/21412. 9:00-
ME 331
BIO 34 1029 Mon, 12/234*2, 11:15-
1:15pm ME 332
BK) 24 1030 Mort,1 2/23412,1 1:15-
1:16pm ME 332
BK) 24 1031
3:30pm ME 604
BIO 24 5009 Wed, 12/184)2, 6:00-
8:00pnt ME 227
BIO 24 5011 Thu. 12/19/02, 6:00-
8-OOpm HA 101
BIO 24 8503 Sal, 12/214*2. 930O-
11:QO*m ME 227
BIO 28 1032 Thu, 12/1940, 1:30-
3:30pm ME 332
BIO 28 1033 Tnu,12/W», 1:30-
3:30pcn ME 332
BIO 28 5O12 Tuov 12/17412, 8KM-
8:00ptn ME 804
BIO 28 5016 Thu, 12/1002, 6:00-
8:00pm ME 227
BIO 43 1034 Mon.12y23A2, 8:00-
11:00tm ME 804
BIO 48 103S Tin*. 12/174*2, 040-
11:00*m ME G03B
BIO 82 5013 W*d, 12/184)2, 6:00-
B:00pm ME 604
B4S 13 3161 Mon. 12/234*2,1 1:15-
1:1Spm ME 201
BIS 13 7130 Thu, 12/1 afc2, 6:00-
6:00pm ME 201
BIS 13 9011 841,12/214X2, 9.-00-
11:00»m ME 316
BIS 23 4160 Frt12/204», 9-.00-
11:00am ME 316
BUS 10 1121 TU», liftrm,
11:00am ME 227
BUS 10 4016 Tu*. 12/1 74*2. 0:00-
11:00«m ME 228
BUS 10 S121 Wad, 12/184*2, 8KM-
8:00pm NH 36
BUS 11 1122 TU*. 12/17/02, 1:30-
330pm ME 227
BUS 11 1123 TIM. 12/174)2. 1:30-
330pm ME 226
BUS 11 5122 Vtod. 12/184*2. 6:00-
NH 34
BUS 21 5124 Thu, 12/194)2, 8:00-
8:00pm NH 33
BUS 41 1124 W«d. 12/18/02. 11:1 5-
1:16pm ME 226
BUS 41 1125 Wtod, 12/184*2. 11:1 5-
1:1«pm ME 227
BUS 41 5125 W*d, 12^84*2, 6300-
NH 35
BUS 51 1128 Wad, 12/184*2, 9K>0-
11:0tem ME 228
BUS 51 1127 Wad, 12/184)2, 9:00-
11:00»m ME 228
BUS 51 5128 Thu, 12/194*2, 8:15-
10:1 Spm NH 34
BUS 51 89O1 Sun, 12/224*2, 030O-
IIMwn ME 227
CHM 02 1401 Wed, 12^84*2, 9:00-
ME 332
CHM 02 1402 Wtd. 12/184)2, 9:00-
1t«0«m ME 331
CHM 03 1403 Wad, 12/18/02, fcOO-
ME 332
CHM 02 5401 TIM. 12/1 74*2, 8:15-
10:16pm ME 332
CHM 02 5402 Tue. 12/17412. 8:15-
10:1Spm ME 332
CHM 02 8523 Sri, 12/31/02, feOO-
11:00*m ME 804
CHM 11 1405 Frt. 112002. 8:00-
11:00am ME 332
CHM 11 1408 firl, 12/204*2, 8:OO-
11KWam ME 332
OHM 11 6403 Wad.12/l84». 8:00-
ME C08
CHM 17 1407 Tu», 12^74*9, 840-
11,-OOMn ME 228
CHM 17 1400 TUB. 12/17/02. 8:00-
11:00«m ME 228
CHM 17 5404 W*d,12/184H, 8JOO-
D:DOpm ME 804
CHM 17 8524 ft* 12/21/82. 8:00-
11:00am ME 704
CHM 18 5405 Thu. 12/19/02. 6:00-
9:00pm ME 704
CHM 22 1410 Mon, 12/234)2, 1:30-
4:30pm ME 704
CHM 31 1411 Mon, 12^34)2, 8«0»
11:00*m ME 804
CHM 31 5407 W*0, 1 2/1 B4I2, 8:00-
9:00pm ME O03C
CMS 10 1501 ThU, 12/194*2, 11:1 6-
1;l5pm CO 703
CMS 10 5501 Thu, 12/194)2, 6:00-
6:00pm CO 725
CMS 10 8637 Sit. 12/214U. 9:00-
11:00«m CO 714
CMS 11 1502 Mon. 12/234*2. 9*0-
11:00«in BH 228
CMS 11 1503 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:00-
11:00»m CO 713
CMS 11 1504 Thu, 12/194)2, 9:00-
11:OO»n CO 714
CMS 11 1505 Mon, 12034*2, 9:00-
11;00«m BH 228
CMS 11 1606 Mon, 12/234*2, 9:00-
11:00am CO 714
CMS 11 1507 Thu, 12/1 94*2, 9:00-
11:00«m CO 317
CMS 11 1608 Thu. 12/194)2. 9:00-
1 1.00am CO 722
CMS 11 1509 WK), 12/144X2,
3:30pm CO 713
CMS 11 1510 Mon. 12034*2,
3:30pm CO 713
CMS 11 1511 Mon. 12034*2, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 714
CMS 11 1512 Thu, 12/194)2, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 713
CMS 11 1513 Thu, 12/194)2, 1:30-
CO 714
CMS 11 1514 Thu, 12/I94X2. 1:30-
3:30pm CO 723
CMS 11 1516 Mon, 12/23/02, 3:46-
5:45om CO 713
CMS 11 1517 Mon, 12/23/02, 3:46-
6:45pm CO 714
CMS 11 1518 Thu. 12^94*2, 3:45-
6:45pm CO 713
CMS 11 4022 Fri, 12/20/D2, ftOO-
11:OOam CO 722
CMS 11 4023 Fr), 12/20/02, 9:00-
CO 713
CMS 11 4024 Fri, 12/204)2,11:15-
1:1Sfnn CO 713
CMS 11 4025 Thu, 12/194)2,
S^Opm CO 724
CMS 11 5502 WM. 12/1 64*2. 8:00-
8:00pm CO 714
CMS 11 5503 Thu,12A|94«. 8:00-
8.-OOp*n CO 713
CMS 11 5504 Wad, 12/184)2, 8:15-
10:15pm CO 713
CMS 11 5505 Thu, 12/194*2, 8:16-
10:15pm CO 713
CMS 11 8021 Tut, 12/174*2, 8AO-
8:00pm CO 714
CMS 11 8538 8*, 12/214*2. 9:00-
11KHtam CO 713
CMS 11 8638 Sat, 12014*2. 11:15-
inSpm CO 713
CMS 11 9201 Man, 12/234X2. 11:15-
1:16pm BL 310B
CMS 12 1519 MOn, 12034*2, 940-
IIHXtom CO 724
CMS 12 1520 ThU. 12/194*2, 9:00-
11«0nm CO 723
CMS 12 1521 Mon, 12/23/02,11:15-
1:15pm HA 101
CMS 12 1522 Thu. 12/194)2, 11:16-
00 723
CMS 12 1623 Mm, 12/23/02, 11:15-
1:15pm HA 101
CMS 12 1524 Thu, 12/1 W2,
CO 616
CMS 12 4026 Wad. 12/18/02. 11:1 5-
1:15pm CO 724
CMS 12 4027 TIM. 12/174*2. 11:15-
1:15pm CO 714
CMS 12 5508 Wntd. 12/164*2, 6.-00-
8:00pm CO 713
CMS 12 5507 Thu, 12/19/02, 8:15-
10:16pm CO 724
CMS 12 8640 8*1,12/21412, 9:00-
llrOOam CO 723
CMS 12 8541 8*L 12/21/02. 11:15-
1:15pm CO 723
CMS 20 1525 TUB. 12/174*2. 0:00-
llsOOam CO 725
CMS 20 1526 Mon, 12434*2, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 213
CMS 20 1532 Thu, 12/194*2. 9M-
CO 725
CMS 20 8022 Woo. 12/184*2, 8:00-
CO 724
CMS 22 1527 Mon, 12/234*2, 11 n$-
1:1«pm CO 724
CMS BO 1529 Mon, 12/254*2, 11:15-
1:15pm CO 723
CMS 81 1630 Man, 12/234X2. 1:30-
ME C02A
CMT 10 1801 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:00-
IIMwn ME C02A
CMT 12 1602 Thu, 12/1 ft/02, 1:30-
ME 807
CMT 14 4031 Fri, 12/304X2, 11:15-
1:15pm ME $07
CMT 33 1803 ThU. 12/1 WO2. 9:00-
11300am ME SO7
CPR 10 2028 TOO, 12/1 74*2, 11:16-
1:1Spm AQ DOM •>
CSI 10 2891 TU», 12/174*2,
3-^ Opm QT 308
CSI 10 2892 lua, 12/174*2,
300pm QT 300
CSI 10 6801 Vtod, 12/1 S/02, 8:00-
8K*Opm GT 303
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CSI 20 66*2 Wed, 12/18/02. 6:00-
a:00pm CO 723
CSI 40 0021 Won, 12/23/02. 1:30-
3:30pm QT 303
DAT 10 1131 Tu*, 12/1702.11:15-
1:15pm NH 36
DAT 10 1133 Tue. 12/17/02. 11:1 6-
1:l5pm ME 226
DAT 10 1133 Tua, 1 2/1702.11:16-
1:15pm NH 34
OAT 10 1134 TUB, 12/17/02, 11:1 S-
1:1 6pm NH 36
DAT 10 1136 Tue. 12/17/02, 11:15-
1:1$pn ME 227
OAT 10 S133 Wed, 12/1802, 6:15-
10:lSpm NH 34
DAT 10 8512 Sat. 12/21O2, 9:00-
11:OOMti ME 228
DAT 10 9031 Thy, 12/149?. 8:15-
10:1 Spm ME 302
DAT 30 113$ TU». 12/17/02. 3:4$.
S:45pm NH 34
DAT 30 1137 TU*,12/170Z 3:45-
5:4Spm NH 3A
DAT 30 1138 Tu*. 12/17/02. 3:46-
5:45pm NH 36
DAT 30 1136 Tue, 12/1 702. 6:00-
ME 226
DAT 30 6136 Tu*, 12/17O2, 8:00-
8.00pm ME 228
DAT 33 1140 Wed, 12/1 802. 3:45-
S:45pn< ME 302
DAT 33 4041 Wad, 12/16/02, 3:45-
S:45pm ME 316
DAT 33 4042 Wed. 12/16O2. 3:4S-
5:46pm ME G17
OAT 33 S137 Wed, 12/16/02. 6.00-
8:00pm ME G17
DAT 35 1138 Mon, 12/2342,
3:30pm NH 35
PAT 35 5138 Thu. 12/19O2. 8UO-
840pm NH 34
DAT 36 5139 Wad. 12/16O2. 9:16-
10:16pm NH 35
Mff
DAT 38 1141 Mon, 1273/02, 11:15-
1:l5pm NH 34
DAT 40 1143 Wad, 12/1ftQ2,1 1:1 $.
1:16pm NH 35
DAT 40 1144 Wed, 12/14/02. 11:16-
1:15pm NH 36
DAT 40 S141 Mon. 12/18O2, 8:16-
10:16pm Ml 227
OAT 40 5142 Mon,1 2/1 6/02, 8:1 S-
10:1Spm ME 226
DAT 41 1145 Mon, 12/23/02, 11:16-
1:1Spm NH 36
DAT 41 5143 Thu, 12/16/02, 8:18-
10:1Spm NH 36
DAT 43 1146 Men. 12/23/02, 1:30-
330pm NH 34
DAT 41 5144 Wed, 12/14/02. 8:15-
10:l5po> NH 36
OAT 44 1147 Tnu, 1Z/19O2. 1:30-
3:30pm Me Q03C
DAT 44 S14S Thu, 12/1 9/03, 6:00-
S.OOpm NH 36
ECO 11 3211 Wed. 12/1802. 130-
3.30pm ME 332
ECO 11 4201 Wed, 12/18/02, 1:30-
3:30pm ME 331
ECO 11 7211 TTiu,12AM». 8:15-
10:1 6pm CO 228
ECO 11 f041 WM.12/1M2. 1:30-
3:30pm ME 332
ECO 12 3212 Thu. 12/19/02. 11:15-
1:1Sptn CO 317
ECO 12 7212 Thu, 12/1*02, 6:00-
8.00pm CO 22»
EDU 10 4311 Mon, 12/23O2. 9:00-
11:00«n CO 421
EDU 10 4312 Wad, 12/1MJ2, 3:45-
5:46pm CO 43»
EDU 10 4326 MoM 2/23O2. 9 OO-
CO 422
EDU 10 $311 Wed, 12/1 BO2, 6:00-
B:00pm CO 421
EDU 10 8701 8*1, 12/21O2, 9:00-
1l:OQ*m CO 4?1
EDU 12 4313 Tue. 12/1 702. 9:00-
UrOOam CO 421
EDU 12 B312 Mon, 12/18/02, 6:00-
8:00pm CO 438
EDU 12 8702 Set. 12/21O2, 11:1 5-
1:1Spm CO 421
EDU 16 4314 Thu. 1249/02, 9:00-
11:0a*m CO 421
EDU 16 67Q3 Sol, 12/21/02, 8:00-
11 OO»ir CO 436
EDU 24 8320 Tus. 12/T//32, 6:00-
8:00pm CO 723
EDU 40 4317 Mon, 12/33O2. 9:00-
11:00am CO 436
EDU 40 8317 Thu, 12/1 9O2, 6:00-
8:00pm CO 438
EDU 40 9061 SaJ, 12/21/02, 11:15-
1:1Spm CO 436
EDU 50 4316 Wad, 12/18/02, 9:00-
11:00em CO 436
EDU 50 B319 TIM. 12/17/92, 6:00-
6:00001 CO 422
ELC 11 6701 Wed, 12/18/02, 6:00-
8:00pm BH 226
ELC 13 8701 TUB, 12/17/02, 1:30-
3:30pm BH 226
ELC 15 8061 Wed. 12/1802. 8:15-
10:1Spm GT 204
ELC 18 8062 W»d. 12/18/02. 6:00-
8H10pm QT B7
ELC 21 1701 Mon, 12/23/02. 11:1 3-
1:lSpm GT 306
ELC 25 5702 Thu, 12/19/92, 8:00-
6:00pm GT 309
ELC 25 8702 Frl, 12/20O2, 1:30-
3:30pm GT 306
ELC 81 5704 Wed. 12/18/02, 8:00-
6.-OOpm GT 309
ELC 94 1705 Mon. 12/23)02. 3:4$.
S:45pm OT 204
EJ.C 96 5705 W»d, 12/16/02. 6:00-
a«0pm GT 418
ELC «* 9703 Thu. 12/19/02. 1:30-
3.JOP01 QT 306
ELC 97 5706 Tu*. 12/17/02. 6:00-
OT 67
«LC «7 ATM Mon. taizMaz, i:9O.
9;M*NH OT 07 ^^
ENO 01 1601 Mon. 12/1 6/02. 11:1 5-
1:15pm ME 229
ENQ 01 1602 Mon, 12/16/02, 11:13-
1:1Spm ME 332
ENQ 01 1603 Mon, 12/16/92, 11:15-
V.lSpm CO 724
ENO 01 1604 Mon. 12/19/02. 11:15-
1:1 Spm ME 332
ENQ 01 1806 Mon, 12/1602,11:16-
1:15pm ME 228
ENG 01 5801 Mon, 12/16/02, 6:00-
6.00pm ME 229
ENG 01 5802 Mon. 12/16/02, 6:00-
8300pm CO 630
ENQ 01 5803 Mon, 12/16O2, 6:00-
8.-OOpm ME 220
ENG 01 6804 Won, 12/1602, 6:00-
9*»pm CO 724
ENQ 01 8211 Mon. 12/1642,11 :1 5-
1:1 Spm CO 421
ENG 01 «981 Mon. 12^802, 9:00-
1:15pm CO 423
ENG 02 1806
3 30pm CO 723
1:30-
ENG 02 1607 Mon, 12/16/02, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 714
ENG 02 1806 Mon. 12/16/02. 1:30-
3.-30pm ME 22B
ENG 02 1608 Mon, 12^602. '130-
3:30pm CO 690
ENO 02 1810 Mon, 12/1602,
3:30pm CO 713
ENO 02 1611 Mon, 12/16O2,
3:30pm ME 229
ENG 02 1612 Mon. 12/1602. 1:30-
3:30pm CO 629
ENG 02 1813 Mon. 12/18/02. 1:30-
300pm CO 818
ENC 02 1814 Mon. 12>1«/02, 1:30-
3=SOpn CO 615
ENQ 02 1816 Mon, 12/1*02. 1:30-
CO 422
ENO 02 5605 Mon, 12M«A)2, 6:00-
6:00pm CO 723
ENQ 02 MOB Mon, 12/1 SO2, 8:00-
8KMpm CO 714
ENG 02 5807 Mon, 12/16/02, 6:00-
B:00pm CO 713
ENG 02 Sa08 Mon.
6:OOpm ME 332
, 6:OO-
ENG 02 5610 Mon. 1 2/1 6^)2, 6:00
H.-OOpm PH 11
ENO 02 8542 Sot,12/21O2, 9:OO-
11:00pm CO 614
ENQ 02 9212 Mon, 12/16O2. 1:3O-
3:30pm CO 724
ENG OS 1319 Mon, 12/16/02, 11:15-
1.16pm CO 714
ENG 08 1620 Mon, 12/16O2, 11:15-
1:l5pm CO 713
ENG 09 1621 Mon. 12/16O2. 11:15-
i:15pm CO 630
ENQ 09 1822 Man. 12/16/02. 11:15-
1:15prt! CO 629
ENG 09 1623 Mor. 12A6O2, 11:15-
1:1 5pm CO 616
ENO 09 1824 Moo. 12/1 602, 11 :1 5-
1:1 5pm CO 615
ENG 09 1868 Mon, 12/1602, 11:1 5-
1:1 5pm CO 422
ENG 09 5811 Mon, 12/16/02, 8:00-
8 00pm CO 629
ENG 09 5826 Mon. 12^602, 6.-00-
BrOOpm PH 11
ENG 10 1925 TUe. 12^7/02, 9:00-
11:00un CO «30
ENQ 10 1628 ru». 12/17*2, 9:OO-
BH 226
ENG 10 1927 Tue. 12^7/02, 8:00-
11:OOain BH 229
ENQ 10 1628 TXi», 12/1 7A», 9:00-
11:00*m CO 629
ENG 10 1629 To*. 12A7/B2. 9
PH 11
ENG 10 1930 TU», 12^7/02. 9:00-
CO 413
OKI' 10 6*12 Mon, 12/IJBrttt, «:OO-
•XMpm Me »»
ENO 10 6543 Sat. 12/21/02, »:00-
11.-OOMTI CO 616
ENG 11 1631 Tu*, 1ZT17/O2, 9KIO-
11:00«m ME AUD.
ENO 11 1832 TUB, 12/17O2. 9.-00-
BH 229
ENO 11 1633 Tu»,12/17O2. 9:00-
11.-OOMI CO 713
ENG 11 1634 Tin, 12/1 702. 9:00-
IIKWam ME AMD.
ENQ 11 1B3S Ty*, 12/17O2, 9«0-
11:00wn ME 332
ENQ 11 1656 Tb*. 12/1 702, 9:00-
11:00«m ME 332
ENG 11 1837 TIM. 12/17/02. 9:00-
1l:00*m ME 332
ENG 11 1639 Tue. 1M7/02. 9«O-
11:00»m CO 714
ENG 11 1639 Tue, 12/17/02. 9:00-
11:OO«n ME AUO.
ENG 11 1WO TU«, 12^7/02, 9:00-
11. -00am CO 723
ENO 11 1841 TO*, 12/17O2. 9.00-
11:00im HA 101
ENQ 11 1842 TIM, 12/17/02, 9:00-
11:00»m CO 724
ENG 11 1644 TUB, 12/17/02, 9^ 00-
H.-OOwn BH 226
ENG 11 1945 TIM, 12^7/02. 9:OO-
CO 213
ENG 11 1646 TOM2A702. 9
llrOQam PH 11
ENC 11 1647 TO»,12A702, 9:00-
CO 422
ENQ 11 1866 TIM. 12A702, »:00-
CO 616
ENG 02 1817 Mon, 12A602, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 421
ENQ 02 1818 Mon, 12/16O2, 1:30-
CO 413
ENQ 11 1667 Tua, 12/17O2, 9:00-
11:00»m ME 331
ENQ 11 4051 T\M. 12/17O2,
1 1.OOarn HA 101
ENG 11 5613 Mon. 12/1602, 8:00-
«.-QOpin ME AUD.
ENG 11 5814 Mon. 12rt 6O2. 6:00-
8«0pm ME AUD.
ENG 11 S61S Mon. 12/1BO2. fl.-OO-
8:OOpm CO 614
ENQ 11 5816 Mon, 12/16/02. 6:00-
B.-OOpm BH 229
EMC 11 5817 Mon. 12/1 6O2, 6:00-
6:00pm ME AUD.
ENG 11 5819 Moo, 12/16/02. 6:00-
8:00pm ME AUD.
ENG 11 5819 Mon, 12^602. 6
8:00pm BH 228
ENG 11 6S44 S*t,12/21O2. 9.-00-
CO 815
ENG 11 9051 Tu«, 12/17/02, 9:00-
11:00am ME 331
ENG 11 9214 Tue. 12/17O2, 8-OO-
CO 412
ENQ 11 9216 TUB, 12/17/02. 9:00-
11:00«m CO 615
ENG 12 1840 Mon, 12/23O2, 9:00-
CO 629
ENG 12 1649 Thu, 12/19/02. 9:00-
11:00am CO 615
ENG 12 1650 Thu, 12^902. 9:00-
11:00am CO 618
ENG 12 1951 Mon, 12/23/02, 9:00-
IIAOam CO 630
ENQ 12 18S2 Thu. 12/19/02. 9.00-
11:00am CO 629
ENQ 12 1963 Mon. 12/23/02, 11:15-
1:15pm CO 930
ENQ 12 1854 Frl.l2/KW>2, 11:16-
1:15pm CO 630
ENG 12 16SS Mon, 12/2302, 1:30-
3 30pm CO 630
ENG 12 16S6 Thu, 12/1BO2, 1
3r30pm CO 630
ENG 12 1657 Mon, 12/23/02. 3.45-
5:4Spm CO 630
ENO 12 1696 Tnu, 12/18*12. 3:46-
5:45pm CO 714
ENQ 12 5820 Wed. 12/16/02, 8:00-
6:00pm CO 630
ENG 12 5*21 Thu, 12/18*12. 6:00-
S.-OOpm CO «30
ENG 12 S922 Wed.12/1602. 8:15-
10:15po» CO 630
ENQ 12 6623 tnu. 12/19/00. 8:16-
10: 1 Spm CO 630
ENO 12 9S45 Sat 12/21O2. 9:00-
11 00«oi CO 630
ENG 12 9711 W»0, 12/16O2, 9:00-
11:00am QT 204
ENQ 14 1889 Mon, 12/23/02, 9:00-
11:00«m CO 616
ENG 14 1980 Thu,12/18O2. 9.-00-
11:00em CO 630
ENQ 14 1661 Mon.12A3O2. 1:30-
3:30pm CO 629
ENG 14 1962 Thu.12/»9O2, 1:30-
3 30pm CO 829
ENG 14 6624 TMt, 1 2A9O2.
6:00pm CO 628
ENG 16 1663 Mon, 12/23/02, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 616
ENG 1« 4062 Frt, 12/20/02. 11:1 5-
1:15pm CO 714
ENQ 15 5B2S Wad. 12/1«/02. 6:00-
640pm CO 629
ENG 16 1964 Mon. 12/23O2, 11:1 S-
1:15pm CO 929
ENG 20 4063 TIM. 12/17/02, 1 1:15-
1:15pm CO 615
ENG 72 19*6 Tnu, 12/19/Q2, 9:00-
CO 724
ENV It 1421 Mon, 12/16/02, 9:00-
IIKXtom MC 392
ENV 11 1422 Mon, 12^602, 8 OO-
11.-OOWD ME 332
ENV 11 S421 Wad. 12/18O2, 6:00-
6:00pm ME 704
ESL 01 33*1 Tua, 12/17/02. 1:9O-
3:30pm CO 412
ESt 01 7391 Mon,12fl8V02. 6.-00-
CO 422
ESL 02 3392 TiM.12^7/02, 1:30-
330pm CO 629
ESL 02 33*3 Tu», 12/17*2. 1:30-
ME 226
ESL 02 3394 Tue,12/17O2, 1;30-
3:30pm CO 413
3L O3 3396 Tua. 12/17/02, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 615
ESL 03 3308 Tua, 12/17O2, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 422
ESL 03 3399 Tu». 12/17/02, 1:30-
3:30pm ME 226
ESL 02 7392 Mon. 12/16O2. 6«0-
8.-OOpm CO 421
ESL 02 7383 Mon. 1 2/1 6/O2. 6:00-
6:00pm CO 413
ESL 03 7394 Mon, 12/16O2. 6:00-
CO 412
ESL 03 7305 Mon, 12/16/02. 6:00-
6 00pm CO 331
ESL 03 9052 1u«, 12/17O2. 1:30-
3:30pm CO 830
FIN 31 1151 Thu, 12/19/02. 3:45-
S:45pnt CO 330
fKM 11 2601 TIM. 12/17O2, 3:45
S:4Spm PH 11
FRN 11 2802 TUB, 12^7/02, 3:45-
5:45pm PH 11
FRN '11 6601 Wed. 12/1802. 6:00-
8.00pm CO 213
FRN 12 2603 Thu, 12/19O2. 9:00-
11:00am CO 228
FRN 12 6602 Wed, 12/18/02, &1S-
10:1Spm CO 214
GEO 10 2376 Toe, 12A7O2. 9.OO-
11:00«m CO 331
GEO 10 2377 Tua, 12/17O2, 9:00-
11:00am CO 330
GEO 10 2378 ftte, 12/17O2. 9:00-
11:00em CO 317
QEO 10 2379 Tua, 12/17/02, 8:00-
11.-OOUT) ME 226
OEO 10 2381 TUB, 1 2/1 7/V2, 9:00-
CO 226
GEO 10 2392 Tue, 12/17O2, 8:00-
ILOOen CO 227
QEO 10 6377 Thu, 12/18O2, 8:15-
10:1Spm CO 317
GEO 10 8591 8*1,12/2102,9:00-
11:00*m CO 317
GEO 10 9221 Tue. 12/17/02, 9.OO-
11:00*?n CO 214
HIS 10 2201 Tua, 12/17/02, 11:1 5-
1i1SpW BN 228
HtB 10 2202 Tue, 12/17/02, 11:15-
1:15pm CO 317
HIS 10 2203 Tue. 12/1702, 11:1 S-
1:16pm BH 228
HIS 10 2204 Tue, 12/1702, 11:15-
1:15pm BH 226
HIS 10 220E TIM, 12/17/02, 11:16-
1:lSpm ME AUD.
HIS 10 Z2O6 Tu*,12/17O2, 11r»6-
1:1 Spm ME 332
HIS 10 2207 Tua. 12/17/02, 1 1:15-
1:1 5pm ME AUD.
HIS 10 2206 TUB, 12/17O2. 11:15-
1:16pm ME 228
MS 10 2209 TIM. 12/17/02, 11:15-
PH 11
HIS 10 2210 TU*, 12/17/02, 11:15-
1:1Spm BH 226
HI6 10 2211 Tue. 12/17/02, 11:15-
1:tSpm ME 332
HIS 10 2212 Tu*, 12/17/02, 11:16-
1:15pm CO 331
HIS 10 2213 Tue, 12/1702.11:16-
1:1Spm ME 228
HIS 10 2214 TIM, 12/1702,11:15-
1.15pm ME 332
HIS 10 2215 Tu*. 12/1702,1 1:15-
1:16pm HA 101
HIS 10 2216 TIM, 12/17/02. 11 rlS-
1:15pm HA 101
HIS 10 2219 TO*. 12/1 702,11:1 S-
1:1Spm ME AUO.
HI8 10 2220 Tue, 12/17O2. 11:16-
1:1 Spm ME AUD.
MS 10 2222 TIM, 12/17/02. 11:16-
1:1Spm CO 214
HIS 10 2224 TIM, 12/1702.11:15-
1:1Spm PH 11
HIS 10 6201 Mtod, 12/18/02, 8MO-
B.-OOpm CO 317
HIS 10 6202 Wed. 12/1BO2.
8:00pm CO 330
HIS 10 6203 Thu, 12/19O2. 6:00-
8:00pm CO 330
HIS 10 6204 Th«, 12/1 902. 6.-00-
8H»pm CO 317
MS 10 6205 Wad, 12/18O2. 6:15-
10:16pm CO 317
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HIS 10 6205 Thu, 12/19/92. 6:1 S-
1Q,-1Spm CO 330
US 10 8582 Sal, 12/21/02, 9:00-
11:00am CO 228
HIS 10 8593 SaL 12/21/02, 11:15-
1:1Spm CO 228
HIS 10 9061 Tua, 12/17/02. 11:16-
1:1 5pm PH 23
HIS 10 9251 Tbo, 12/17/02. 1 1:15-
1:1 Spin PH 22
HIS 10 9252 Tua, 12/17/O2, 11:15-
1:15p«n BH 228
HIS 11 2225 TU6. 12/17/O2, 11:15-
1:15pm PH 11
HI3 11 2226 TUB. 12/17/02,11:15-
1:15prt> PH 23
HJS 11 6207 Wed, 12/16/02, 6:00-
B:00pm CO 331
HIS 20 2227 Mon, 12/1OQ2, 1:30-
3:Npm PH 11
HIS 20 2228 Mon, 12/18AJ2, 1:30-
3i30pm PH 11
MS 20 2229 Man, 12/18/02, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 317
HIS 20 2230 Man, 12/1B/O2. 1:30-
3:30pm PH 11
HIS 20 B208 Tnu. 12/19/92. 6:00-
CO 213
HIS 20 «209 Thu, 12/18/02, 6:00-
SrOOpm CO 214
HIS 23 B721 Tue, 12/17/02. 9:00-
11:00eni CO 614
HIS 37 2231 Thu, 12/19/O2, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 317
HIS 51 2232 Thu, 12/14*02, 3:45-
5:4Spm CO 317
HUT 91 2111 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:00-
11:00vn LO 321
HLT 91 2112 TIM, 12/17/O2. 9:00-
11:00am LO 321
HLT 91 2113 Fn, 12/20/02, B:00-
11:00«m LO 301
HLT 91 2114 Mon. 12/23/02, 9:00-
LO SOI
MUT «t »1» TlMi. 12/19/02. 9*0-
11:00am LO 901
HLT 91 2116 TIM, 12/17/02,11:16'
l:15|>m LO 321
HLT 91 2117 Wed, 12/1*02, 11:16-
1:15pm LO 301
HLT 91 211B Tua, 12/17/02, 1.-30-
LO 301
HLT 91 2119 Wed, 12/1 5/02, 1:3O-
3:30pm LO 301
HLT 91 2120 Thu, 12/1*02, 130-
3:3Opm LO 3O1
HLT 91 2124 Frl, 1Z/2IVT)2, 9:00-
11:00ain LO 200
HLT 91 6111 Hon. 12/1*02, 6:00-
LO 301
HLT 91 8112 Thu, 12/19/O2, 8:00-
3900pm LO 301
HLT 81 8583 Sit. 12/21/02. 11:15-
1;1«pm LO 301
HLT 93 4001 Thu, 12/1*02, 11:1 5-
1:1 5pm LO 321
HLT 93 8584 Sal, 1 2/21/02. 9:00-
11:00mt» LO 301
HLT 94 4092 Fri, 1Z/SO/O2, 9:00-
11:00am LO 321
HLT 94 6081 Wad. 12/1&O2. 6:00-
BiOOpoi LO 301
HLT 96 4093 Tue, 1 2/1 7/02, 9:00-
11:OOBni LO 301
HLT 97 2121 Mon, 12/18/02, 9:00-
11*>0«m LO 321
HLT 97 2122 Tue, 12/17/02, ISO-
330pm LO 321
HLT 97 2123 Thu, 12/104)2, 1:3O-
330pm LO 321
HLT 97 6113 TIM, 12/17/02, 8:00-
8:00pm LO 321
HLT B7 8114 Wed, 12/1 6AK, 6:00-
6:00pffl LO 321
HLT 99 4094 Wad. 12/14/02. 9:00-
11:00am LO 321
HSC 10 3221 Wad, 12/18/02, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 317
HSC 10 4142 Wed, 12/18/02, 1:30-
3:30pin CO 330
HSC 10 7221 Wad, 12/1 B/02, B.-OO-
6:00pm CO 214
10 8840 Sal. 12/21/02. 9:00-
11:00am CO 331
HSC 11 4222 Mon. 12/23/02, 1:30-
3:30pm CO 330
HSC 91 4223 TU», 12/17/O2, 8:00-
11:00am CO 315
HSC 91 8221 Thu, 12/19/92, 6:00-
8:00pm CO 315
HSC 92 8212 Wed, 12/18/02, 6:00-
B:00pm CO 227
ITL 11 2611 Mon, 12/23/02, 9:00-
11:00»ni CO 203
ITL 12 2»12 Mon, 12/23A12, 11:15-
MSpm CO 213
KEY 10 3111 Mon, 12/23/O2, 9:00-
11:00«m ME 320
KEY 10 3112 Thu, 12/19/02, 9:OO-
11:00am ME 329
KEY 10 3114 Mon, 12/23/02, 11:15-
1:15pm ME 320
KEY 10 3115 Thu, 12/19/02, 11:15-
1:1 5pm ME 32O
KEY 10 3118 Wed, 12/18/02,11:15-
1:1Spm ME 320
KEY 10 3117 Mon, 12/23/02, 1:30-
3:30pm ME 320
KEY 10 4181 Tue, 12/1 7AJ2. 11:15-
1:lSpm ME Q1«
KEY 10 8111 WedL 12/18/02, 6:00-
9:OOpm ME G18
KEY 10 852O Sat, 12/21/O2. 9:00-
ME 320
KEY 11 3116 Wed, 12/16/92, 9:00-
11:00am ME 329
KEY 12 7111 ThU,12/1BO2. 6:00-
8:00pm ME 320
KEY 13 3120 Mon. 12/23/02, 1:30-
3JWp«t1 ME G16
LAN 15 8621 Tnu. 12/19/02. 6:00-
8KWpm CO 203
LAW 17 1181 MOO, 12/23/02, 9:00-
11:00*01 ME 228
LAW 17 6181 Wed, 12/18/02, 8:15-
ME 239
LAW 19 1182 MCMI, 12/2VD2. 3:45-
5:4Som ME 296
LAW 19 S182 Wad, 12/18/02, 8:00-
8XMpm ME 331
LAW 41 1183 Tue, 12/1 7/02, 11:1 5-
1:15pm ME 331
LAW 41 1184 TUB, 12/17/02, 11:15-
1:16p«n BH 228
LAW 41 5183 Tue, 12/17*12, 8:15-
10:1 5pm ME 226
LAW 41 5164 Tua, 12/17/02, 6:15-
1CM5pm ME 277
LAW 41 8516 S»L 12/21/92, 11:1 6-
1:15pm NH 39
LAW 47 51B5 Ttiu, 12/19/02, 6:00-
8:00pm ME 228
LAW 52 1186 Thu, 12/19*12, 3:46-
S:4Spm ME 331
LAW 62 5186 Wed. 1 2/1 6*2, 8:1 5-
10.15pm ME 227
LAW 85 1188 Th.u, 12/1 9/02, 9:00-
irOOam ME 226
LAW 82 1187 Thu. 12/19/02, 11:15-
1:16pnn ME 326
LAW 92 5187 Thw, 12/10/02, 8:15-
10:1Spm NH 36
LAW 95 1188 Mon,
340pm ME L.UB.
1SHO-
LAW 96 5188 Tho. 12V19«2, 6X»-
ME L.UB.
LAW 98 4156 Tu«. 12/17AJ2, Vt:l5-
1:15pm NH 33
LTL 10 3481 Tu», 12/17/02, 3:45-
5:4Som CO 421
LTL 10 3483 TkM, 12/17/02, 3:46-
5:45pm CO 422
LTL 10 7481 Wad, 12/16/O2, 6:00-
8M)pni CO 438
LTL 10 7482 Tftu. 1 2/1 B/O2. 8:15-
10:15pm CO 213
MKT 11 1161 Mon.12A3>O2. ISO-
NH 38
MKT 11 5181 Wad.12/1BA>2, 6:00-
6KMpm CO 226
MKT 16 42«1 W*4, 12^  6^ 2, 3:45-
5:45pm ME 604
MKT 41 1163 Thu,12/l9/O2, 8:00-
11:00am NH 35
MKT 43 5182 Wed, 12/16/02, 8:15-
10:1 5pm ME 331
MTH 01 2401 Man. 12/18/02, 3:45-
5:45pm ME 228
MTH 01 2402 Mon, 12/16/02, 3:45-
5:45pm ME 331
MTH 01 2403 Man, 12/16/02, 3:45-
S:45pm ME 227
MTH 01 2404 Mon, 12/1 MKU 3:45-
6:45pm LH 32
MTH 01 2406 Mon, 12/1&O2, 3:45-
5:45pm LH 33
MTH 01 2406 Mon, 12/1&&2, 3:45-
5:46pm PH 22
MTH 01 2407 Mon. 12/16/02, 3:4»-
5:4Sptn PH 23
MTH 01 2408 Mon, 12/18/02. 3:45-
5:4Spm PH 32
MTH 01 6401 Mon, 12/16/02, 6:15-
10:15pm CO 203
MTH 01 6402 Moo, 12^61)2, 6:15-
10:15pm CO 213
MTH 01 6403 Man, 12/16AU. 8:15-
1Q:15pm CO 214
MTH 01 6405 Mon, 12/18/02, 8:1 S-
10-.15pm CO 22B
MTH 01 6408 Mon, 12/18/02. 8:15-
10:15pm CO 412
MTH 03 2409 Wed, 12/16)02. 11:1 5-
1:15pm BH 228
MTH 03 2410 W*d, 12/18.O2, 11:15-
1:16pm CO 412
MTH 03 2411 W«d. 12/14/02, 11:15-
1:15pm ME 332
MTH 03 2412 W»d, 12/18/02, 11:15-
1:1Bpm CO 413
MTH 03 2413 Wed, 12/18/02, 11:15-
1:15pm CO 714
MTH 03 2414 WM, 12/1 8/02,1 1:15-
1:1Spm ME 332
MTH 03 2415 Wad, 12/18/02, 11:1 5-
1:16pm CO 713
MTH 03 2416 Wad, 12/16/02, 11:1 6-
1:18pm PH 11
MTH 09 2*17 Wad, IVia/02, 11:15-
PH 11
MTH 03 2418 Wad, 12/18A2, 11:15-
1:1Spm CO 422
MTH 03 2419 Wad, 12/18/02, 11:1 5-
1:15pm CO 213
MTH 03 2420 Wsd. 12/18/02, 11:16-
1:15pm CO 214
MTH 03 2479 W*d, 12/18/02, 11:15-
1:15pm BH 228
MTH 03 6407 Mon, 12/1 &O2. 6:15-
10:1 5pm CO 243
MTH 03 £408 Mon, 12/1MX2, 8-.1S-
10:15pm CO 317
MTH 03 6409 Mon, 12/16O2, 8:15-
10:1 Spin CO 330
MTH 03 8410 Mon. 12/18/02, 8:16-
10:1Spm CO 331
MTH 03 6411 Mon, 12/18X12, 8:15-
10:1 5pm CO 413
MTH 03 8435 Mon, 12/16/02, 8:16-
10:1Spm CO 227
MTH 04 2422 Wed, 12/16/02, 3:45-
5:45pm CO 213
MTH 04 2423 Wad, 12/1&O2, 3:45-
5:45pm BH 226
MTH 04 2424 Wad, 12/16/O2, 3:45-
5:46pm CO 214
MTH 04 2425 Wad, 12/16/02, 3:46-
5:46pm CO 227
MTH 04 2426 Wed, 12A&O2. 3:45-
5:45pm CO 228
MTH 04 2427 Wad, 12/16-O2, 3:45-
S^46pnv BH 228
MTH 04 2428 Wad, 12/16/02. 3:45-
S:45Dn) BH 228
MTH 04 6412 TUa, 1 2/1 7/02, 6:15-
10:1Spm ME 331
MTH 04 6413 TUa. 12/17/02, 8:15-
10:15pm ME 228
MTH 04 6414 Tua, 12/i7/O2, 6:15-
10:1Spm ME 604
MTH 05 2430 TUe, 12/17/02, 3:45-
S:45pm CO 724
MTH 05 2431 Tua, 12/17/02, 3:45-
S:45pm CO 723
MTH 05 2432 Toe, 12/1 7«2. 3:45-
5:45pm CO 714
MTH 05 2433 Tue. 12/17/02, 3:45-
5:45pm CO 713
MTH 05 2434 Tua. 12/17/02, 3:46-
5;45pm CO 830
MTH 05 2435 TOa, 1 2/1 7/02, 3:45-
S:45pm CO 629
MTH 05 2436 Tua, 12/17/O2, 3:45-
5:45pm CO 616
MTH 05 2437 TUB. 12/17AI2. 3:45-
5:45pm CO 615
MTH 05 2438 Tue, 12/17,02, 3:45-
5:45pm CO 227
MTH 05 2439 Tua, 12/17/O2. 3:46-
5:45pm CO 228
MTH OS 641B Tue, 1 2/1 7/02, 6:OO-
6,-OOpm LH 32
MTH OS «417 Tua, 12H7A12, 6^
6:00pm LH 33
MTH 05 6418 TUB, 12/17/02, 6:00-
6:00pm ME 226
MTH OS 6801 Sun. 12/22/02, 9:00-
11:00»m ME 228
MTH 06 2440 Man, 12/1B/O2. 9:00-
11:00am CO 213
MTH 06 2441 Mon. 12^8^2. 9«0-
11:00am CO 214
MTH 06 2442 Mon, 12/18/02, 9:00-
CO 227
MTH 06 2443 Mon, 12/18/02, 9:00-
CO 228
MTH 06 2444 Mon, 12/1B/O2, «
11:00ani CO 331
MTH 08 2445 Mon, 12/16/02, 9:00-
11: :00am CO 330
MTH 06 2446 Mon, 12/1&WI, 9*»-
11:OOam CO 317
MTH 06 8419 Mon, 1 2/1 6/02, 8:00-
8«0pm LH 32
MTH 06 6420 Mon, 1 2/1 B/D2,
LH 33
MTH 06 6421 Mon, 12/18/02. 6:00-
PH 22
MTH 06 8802 Sun, 12/2202, 1:30-
BL 304
MTH 10 9731 Tiia, 12/17/02. 0:00-
11Kmam QT SOB
MTH 11 9732 Frl, 12/20/O2, 9:00-
GT 309
MTH 12 2448 Mon. 12/23A2. 9:00-
ME 331
MTH 12 2449 Mon, 12/23/02, 11:1 6-
1:1Spm CO 413
MTH 12 2450 Thu, 12/19/02, 1:30-
3:30pm GT 309
MTH 12 6422 Wad, 12/18/02, 6*0-
8:00pm CO 412
MTH 13 2451 Thu. 12/19/02, 9:00-
11:00an> PH 33
MTH 13 6423 Tnu, 12/19A2, 6:00-
a.-00pni PH 32
MTH 14 2452 Mon, 12/2SO2, 1:30-
SUJOpm LH 32
MTH 21 2454 Mon, 12O3A>2, 9:00-
11:00mn LH 32
MTH 21 2456 Mon, 12/23AH, 9:00-
11:00am ME 227
MTH 21 2456 Tnu, 12/19/02, 130-
PH 22
MTH 21 6424 Wad, 12/18/02. 6:00-
6*0pm CO 413
MTH 21 6615 Sat. 12/21AK, 9:00-
11:00*m NH 35
MTH 23 2457 Mon. 12/23/02, 9:00-
11«0am LH 33
MTH 23 24S8 Thu. 12/19/02, 9XXV-
PH 22
MTH 23 2469 Mon, 1 Z/23/D2, I
3-Mpm LH 33
MTH 23 2460 Thu, 12A9/02, 1:30-
3:30pm PH 23
MTH 23 «42S Wad,
8:00pm CO 614
8:00-
MTH 23 6428 Thu, 12/1 SUM, 6:00-
8:OQpm PH 22
MTH 29 2461 Thu, 12/19/02, 6:00-
11:00*n PH 22
MTH 29 6427 Wad. 12/18/02, 6:00-
9:00pm LH 32
MTH 30 2462 Wad, 12/18/O2, 6:00-
HHtOam PH 22
MTH 30 2463 Wad. 12/18/92. 8:00-
11:00am PH 23
MTH 30 2464 Wad, 12/18/02, 8:00-
11:00am PH 32
MTH 30 2465 Wad, 12/18/02, 8:00-
1140am PH 33
MTH 30 6429 Man. 12/16/A2. 6:00-
fl^Opm PH 32
MTH 30 6430 Moo, 12/18/02, 6:OO-
9:00prti PH 33
MTH 31 246€ Wed, 12/16/02, 6:00-
11:00am LH 32
MTH 31 2467 Wad, 12/18/02, 8:OO-
11:00am LH 33
MTH 31 6431 Wad, 12/18/02. 6:00-
LH 33
MTH 32 2468 Mon, 12/23/02, 8:OO-
11:00«ir> GT 308
MTH 32 6433 Tnu, 12/19A2, 6.-OO-
9:00pm GT 309
MTH 33 2471 Mon. 1 2/23/02, 8:00-
GT 418
MTH 33 6434 Tnu, 12/1*02, 8:00-
fl:00pm GT 308
MTH 34 2468 Mon, 12/23/02, flsOO-
11:00am QT 309
MTH 42 2470 Mon, 1 2/23AJ2, 1:30-
4:30pm GT 308
MUS 10 4121 Frt, 12/20/02, 11:15-
1:15pm QU 106
MUS 10 4122 Wad, \V\W2, 3:45-
5:45pm GU 105
MUS 11 2821 Thu, 12/19 )^2, 8:00-
11:OOcm QU 105
MUS 11 2822 Thu, 12/19/02, 11:15-
1:15pit> GU 106
MUS 11 2623 Wad, 12/18/02, 11:15-
1:1Spm QU 10S
MUS 11 2824 Mon. 12/23/02, 1:30-
3:30ptn QU 106
MUS 11 4123 Frt, 12/50/02, 9:00-
11:00am GU 105
MUS 11 6821 Wad, 12/18/02, 640-
6:00pm GU 106
MUS 11 6822 ThU, 12^8)02, 8.-00-
GU 106
MUS 11 8821 Gat. 12/31/02. 9:00-
11:00am GU 105
MUS 14 2626 Mon. 12«aO2, 0:00-
11:00am OU 344
MUS 21 2826 Thu,12n9«2, 1:30-
3:3Qpm GU 105
MUS 24 2830 Thu, 12/19/02, 1:30-
GU 105
MUS 65 4124 Frl, 12/20/02, 9:00-
11:00am GU 344
MUS 70 2831 TMi, 12/18/02, 3:46-
S:45pm GU 344
MUS 70 4126 Frt, 12/80/02, 11:15-
1:16pm GU 344
MUS 71 2832 Thu, 12/19/02,
5:45pni GU 344
MUS 71 4127 Frl, 12^002.11:15-
GU 344
MUS 72 2833 Tnu, 12/19/02, 3:45-
5:45pm QU 344
NUR 41 4141 Mon. 12/18AI2. 3:45-
5:4Spm ME 332
NUR 42 2901 Wad, 12/1B/OZ, 3:4*-
5:46pm ME 332
NUH 42 2902 Wad, 12/16/02, 3:45-
5:45pm ME 332
NUR 42 2903 Wad, 12/18/02, 3:45-
5:46pm ME 332
NUR 42 2904 Wad. 12/16/02. 3:45-
5:45pm ME 332
NUR 42 2905 Wadr 12^8^2, 3^45-
5'.46pm ME 332
NUR 43 2906 Mon. 12/16/02, 11:15-
1:1Spm BH 228
NUR 43 2907 Mon, 12/16/02, 11:16-
1:16pn< BH 228
NUR 43 2908 Mon, 12/1 6/O2, 11:1 5-
1:1Spm BH 228
NUR 43 2909 Mon, 12/16^ 2, 11:15-
1:16pm BH 228
NUR 44 2S10> Wad. 12/1 8/02,11:15-
1:1Spm ME 226
NUR 44 2911 Wad, 12/18/02, 11:18-
1:15pm ME 228
NUR 44 2912 Wad, 12/18/02, 11:15-
1:15pm ME 228
NUR 45 2914 Mon, 12/1&O2. 1:30-
3:30pm ME 332
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NUR 4S 291$ Mon, 12/16*2, 130-
330pm ME 332
NUR 45 2916 Mon. 12/18*2. 130-
330pm ME 332
NUH 46 2920 W*d,12/1Mtt, 1-.30-
330pm ME 22S
NUH 4« 2921 WoO, 12/16*2. 1:30-
930pm ME 22S
NUR 46 2030 W*d, 12/18*2, 1:30-
3:30pm ME 22$
NUR 46 2B31 Wed, 1 2/18*2. 1:30-
340pm HE 228
NUR 47 2122 Mon, 12/18*9, Bfltt-
11*0vn BH 226
NUR 47 2123 Man, 12/18*2, 8*0-
11*BeJn BH 226
MM 47 2924 Mon. 12/16*2, 9:OO-
11*0#m BH 226
NUR 48 2SI26 Wed, 12/18*2, 8:00-
11*Qam HA 101
NUR 4« 2»27 Wed, 12/18*2. 9*0-
11*Ou» HA 1O1
NUR 4fi 2921 Wad, 12/18*2. 9*0-
11*aam HA 1O1
NUR 46 2992 Wed. 12/18*2, 8*0-
11*aem HA 101
OCD 01 360t Man. 12/33/92, i:00-
11:00wn LO 200
OCD 01 3602 TIM, 12/17*2. 9*0-
11*0«m LO 200
OCD 01 9603 W*d. 12/18*2, fcOO-
11:00*m LO 200
OCD Qt 3604 Thu. 12/19*2, 9*0-
11*0em LO 200
OCD 01 3606 Tue, 12/17*2. 11:15-
1:15pm LO 200
OCD 01 3807 Thu, 1208/02, 8:00-
11:00«m ME 227
OCD 01 3908 Uon. 12/23*2, 11:1 5-
1:15pm LO 200
OCD 01 3806 Men, 12034)3. 1T.15-
1:15pm LO 321
OOP 01 3610 Tue,12/1W».11:15-
1:15poi ME «04
OCD vi
r.-fjpmi LO 901
OCD 01 3613 FH. 12*0*2. 11:15-
1:15pm LO 200
OCD 01 3C14 Men, 12/23*2, 11:15-
irtspra LO 301
OCO 01 361G Tue, 12/17*2. 11:15-
I.ISpni LO 301
OCD 01 3617 Wed, 12/18*2. 130-
3:30pra LO 321
OCO 01 3*18 Tu», 12/17*2, 1:30-
3:30pm LO 200
OCD 01 3810 Wed,12/1«*2, 1*0-
3:30pm LO 200
OCD 01 3820 TU», 12/17*2. 3:45-
5:45pm LO 200
OCO 01 3682 Thu, 12/19*2, 11:15-
1:15pm LO 200
OCD 01 4101 Mon, 12/2302. 8*0-
11*0em NH 33
OCD 01 7601 Tue, 12/17*2, 6*0.
SfiOpm LO 200
OCD 01 7602 Wed. 12/18*2, 6:00-
8:00pm LO 200
OCD 01 7604 Mon, 12/18/02. 8:15-
lonspm LO 200
OCD 01 7605 Tu», 12/17*2. 8:15-
10:1 5pm LO 200
OCD 01 8S31 Set. 12/21*2. 11:15-
1:1Spm LO 200
OCD 01 9001 S*t 12*21/02, 11:1 5-
IrtSpm LO 321
OCO 01 9231 Fri, 12/20*2, 11:1 5-
1:1Spm BU 301
OCO 01 9232 Frl, 12/20*2, 11:15-
1:tSpm BL 3106
OCD 11 4102 Wed. 12/18*2, 11:15-
1:15pm ME 331
PEA 11 2001 Thu, 12/19*2. 9*0.
11:00«ro AG GYM
PEA 12 2002 Wed, 12/16*2, 9*O-
11:00wn AG DANCE
PEA 12 2003 Mon, 12/23*2. 11:15-
1:1Spm AG DANCE
PEA 12 6001 Wed, 12/18*2, 8*0-
8*0p<n AG DANCE
PEA 14 2004 Mon, 12/23*2, ftOO-
ll.-OOem AG DANCE
PEA 14 2006 Art, 12/2OO2. 9*O-
11:00em AG DANCE
PEA 14 2008 TIM, 12/17*2, 11:15-
11 Spin AG DANCE
PEA 14 0002 Mon. 12/1 8*2. 6*0-
ftDOpm AG DANCE
PEA 14 8561 Sat. 12/21*2. 8*0-
11*0ara AG DANCE
PEA 15 2007 Man. 12/24*02. 9*6-
11. -00«m AG GYM
PEA 15 2000 Tue. 12/1 7*2. fcOO-
11*OMH AQ OYM
PEA 15 2009 FH, 12/20/02. 9?00-
11*0am AQ GYM
PEA 15 2010 Tue, 12/1 7*2, 11:15-
1:15pm AQ OYM
PEA 15 2011 Wed, 12/1 6*2, 11:15-
1:15pm AQ GYM
PEA 1( 2012 Mon, 12/23*2, 11:1 5-
1:15pm AQ GYM
PEA 1» 2013 Th«J, 12/19*2, 130-
330pm AG GYM
PEA 16 6003 TOW, 12/19*2, 8*0-
8*0pm AG GYM
PEA 1$ 8881 Sun, 12/22*2. 130-
330pm AG GYM
PEA 21 2014 Tlit, 12/17*2. 9*0-
11:00em AG POOL
PEA 21 2016 Tnu. 11/IftW, 9*0-
11:00*m AG POOL
PEA 21 2016 Wed. 12/10O2. 130-
330pm AG POOL
PEA 21 6004 TIM, 12/17*2, 8:00-
8*Qpm AG POOL
PEA 26 8582 Sat. 12*1/02, 9*0-
11:00em AG POOL
PEA 30 2017 TIM. 12/17*2. 1:30-
330pm AG GYM
PEA 41 2016 Thw, 12/19*2, 9:00-
11:00em AG DANCE
PEA 47 2019 Wed, 12/18*2,11:15-
1:1 5pm AQ DANCE
PEA 51 2020 Wed, 12/1002, 9:00-
11:00em AG CLASS
PEA G1 2021 Thu. 12/10*2. 1JC-
AG CLASS
POL 31 12» Man. UI9M0. 11:K-
1:1Spm CO 331
P8Y 11 3241 Mon,12f16«>2, 9*0-
11*Oun PH 11
PSY 11 3242 Mon. 18/1 8/02, 9*0-
ME 331
PEA 61 8005 Ib*. 12/17/02, 6*O-
8.00pm AC CLASS
PEA 81 2022 FH,12/20n)2, 11:15-
1:15pn AG DOJO
PEA 82 2023 Man. 12B3AS2.
3-JOpm AG DANCE
PHL 11 2352 Men, 12/23/02, 3:45-
6:45pm CO 213
PHM 10 4151 Wed, 12/18AS,
5:45pra HE 228
PHM 10 4152 WK), 12/1 W2, 3:45-
5:4Spra ME 228
PHM 10 4155 Wfcd, 12/184(2, 3:45-
545pm ME 228
PHM 10 8141 TW«, 12/17*2, 6:00-
HA 101
PHY 11 3062 Thw. 12/1W02, 8:00-
t1*0wn BH 228
PHY 11 7051 THU, 12/1W02, 8.-OO-
BH 22«
PHY 12 3063 Mon, 12/23A3, 1:30-
4:30pm GT 416
PHY 21 3064 Tnu, 12rtB/02, 8*0-
GT 306
PHY 21 7062 ThU, 12/18/02. 6
»*0pm 9H 228
PHY 22 3055 Man, 12/23flK. 1:30-
GT 418
PHY 24 3056 Mon. 12/23/02.- BfiO-
11*Oam GT 204
PHY 31 7053 Thu. 12rtt/tt2. 6*0-
B*0pm BH 228
PHY 32 30S8 Mon, 12/23/02, 1:30-
430pm QT 308
PHY 33 7054 W*d, 12fl W2, 6:00-
9*0pm BH 228
•^K
PHY 40 3059 Mon, 1243/02, 1:30-
490pm QT 204 !
POL 11 3231 ThW, 12/19/W, 11rf8-
l:1Spm CO 214
POL 11 9232 Mon,1Z/ZM)2, 1:30-
3^0ptn CO 214
POL 11 7231 Thu, 12/18/D2, 6*0-
8*Cpm CO 422
PSY 11 9343 Mon, 12/164)2, 9*0-
11*0mi PH 11
PSY 11 9244 Mon. 12/1803, 8*0-
UrOOwn ME 226
PSY 11 3346 Mo*.1V16n>2, 9*0-
ME AUD.
HDL 01 KM MM). 12/18/02, Is4i-
5:45pt*l CO 422
AOL 01 3438 Wed, 12/18/02, 3:45-
5:45pn CO 317
RDL 01 3431 Wad. 12/1 8/02. 3:45-
5:45pm CO 330
PSV 11 3246 Mon, 12/18/O2, 9:00-
11:00wn ME 22S
PSY 11 3247 Man. 12/164)2, 9*0-
HA 101
PSY 11 3246 Man, 12/1002, 9*0-
11:OOBm ME 228
PSY 11 3240 Won. 12484)2. 9:00-
11.00am ME AUD.
PSY fi 3250 Mon, 12/16A2, 9:00-
11:00im U£ 228
PSY 11 3252 Moo, 12^6*2, ftOO-
HA 101
PSY 11 4241 Mon, 12/16/02, 9:00-
11:00am ME AUD.
PSY 11 7241 Wod, 12 *^02. 6*0-
8:00pm CO 203
PSY 11 7242 Thu, 12/IW02, 6*0-
8:00pm CO 227
PSY 11 7243 Wed, 12f1«02, 8:15-
10:1Spm CO 331
PSY 11 7244 ThU, 12/1OV2, 8:15-
10:15pm CO 227
PSY 11 8841 S*L 12/21/Q2. 8*0-
11:00«m CO 227
PSY 22 7245 Wed, 12/18/02, 8*0-
9.00pm CO 615
PSY 31 32S4 Wed. 12/16JO2, 8:15-
I0:l9pm CO 330
PSY 31 3255 Man. 12/23/02. fcOO-
il*0em CO 331
PSY 3t 7246 Thu. 12/18/02. 8:15-
10:1Spm CO 214
PSY 35 32S8 Thu, 12/18/02, 11:16-
V.ISpm CO 423
PSY 41 3257 ThU, 12/18/02. »*0-
11*0ara CO 331
PSY 41 3258 Thu, 12/18/02, 9:00-
11*0wn CO 390
PSY 41 3280 Ttvu, 12/19/02. 1:30-
3:30pm CO 331
PSY 41 4242 Fit, 12/2IMI2, 9:00-
CO 213
PSY 41 7347 Tltu, 12/1 8/02, 6*0-
6:00pm CO 413
PSY 41 7248 WwL 12/1BA2. &15-
10r15pm CO 413
PSY 41 8642 Sat. 12/214)2, 9:00-
11*0am CO 724
PSY 42 3261 Mon, 12/2302, 11:1 5-
1:1Spm CO 203
PSY 44 3362 T»w. I2rt 9/03, 11:15-
1:15pm CO 331
PSY 51 3263 Mon, 12/2aO2,11rt5-
1:15pm CO 227
PSY 51 7249 ThU, 12/19/02, 6*0-
B*0pm CO 421
RAD 11 3081 W»d, 12/18/02, 9:00-
11:00wn BH 226
RAD 12 3082 Thu, 12/18/D2, 1:30-
330pm BH 228
RAD 13 3063 TU», 12/17/12, ftOO-
11:00»n BH 226
RAD 14 4171 Mon, 12/33/DZ 8*0-
11:00wn BH 228
RAD 15 4172 Mon. 12/23O2. 1:30-
330pm BH 228
RAD 18 3084 Thu, 12/I8/B2. feOO-
11:00«m BL 208
RAD 32 3085 Mon. 12S3A2,
3:3Opm GT 2O4
RAD 33 3086 Tue, 12^17/02, 9*0-
11:00wn QT 204
RAD 34 3087 Mon, 12/2302, 9*0-
11:00*m QT 204
HDL 01 942$ Wed, 12/16/D2, 3:45-
S:4Spm CO 412
RDL 01 3427 W*d, 12^6*2, 3:45-
S:45pm CO 413
HDL 01 3428 Wad, 12/18*2, 346-
5:45pm CO 421
, 8:00-RDL 01 7426
8:OOpm CO 412
RDL 01 7427 Tbe, 12/17*2, 8:00-
8XWpcn PH 11
RDL 01 7429 1U», 12/17W2, 6:00-
8:00pm PH 11
ROL 01 7429 IXie. 12/17*2, 6:00-
fcOOptn PH 11
ROL 01 9241 WMI, 12^8*9, 3:45-
&4Spm CO 331
ROL 01 9802 WW, 12/1840, 130-
5*5pm CO 423
RDL 02 3432 TU», 12/17/B2, 3:45-
S:46piT. ME 333
ROL 02 3433 TUB, 12/17/02, 3X6-
ME 228
ROL 02 3434 TU», 1 2/17/D2, 3>*5-
5:4Spm BH 228
RDL O2 3435 TUB, 12/17/02. 3:45-
S:4fipm ME 332
RDL 02 3436 TIM, 12/17/02. 3:45-
5:46pm CO 412
ROL 02 3437 TIM, 12/17/00. 3:45-
BH 228
RDL 02 3438 TW. 12^7/02. 3:45-
S:45pm CO 413
RDL 02 3439 T**, 12/17/02, 3:45-
S:4Spra ME 228
RDL 02 3440 Tu», 12(17/02, 3:45-
S:45pm CO 330
RDL 02 7430 Tue, 12/17/O2, 8*0-
a:00pm ME 332
RDL 02 7431 TU», 12/17/02, 6:00-
8:00pm CO 413
HDL 02 7432 Ttie, 12^7/02, 8:00-
6:00ptn ME 332
HDL 09 7433 Tu*. 12^7/02, 6:00-
8:00pm CO 421
flOL 02 8701 Sat. 12/91*2. 0:00-
il:OQam CO 413
RDL 02 9242 Tue, 12/17*2, 3:45-
5:45pm CO 317
RDL 05 3441 MOD, 12/23*2, 11:15-
1:15pm CO 436
RDL 05 7434 Wed, 12/16*2. 8:15-
CO 412
ROL 11 431« Thu, 12^8*2, 9*0-
11*OMt CO 419
ROL 11 4320 TtM, 12/17/02,11 :1 5-
1:15pm CO 421
ROL 11 4321 Wed, 12/18*2, 11:15-
1:15pm OO 421
RDL 11 4322 Mon, 12/23/02, 130-
3:90pm CO 421
RDL 11 4323 TIM, 12/17/02.
3:30pm CO 421
ROL 11 8316 Mon.12/1602. 6:00-
CO «15
RDL 21 4324 Thu, 12/19/02.
3:30pm CO 421
REC 94 2041 Mon, 12/23*2, 3:45-
5:45pm AQ CLASS
SOC 11 3271 To», 18^7*2, 1.-30-
330pm ME AUD.
SOC 11 3272 TIM, 12/17*2.
330pm CO 917
SOC 11 3273 Tue, 12/17/02, 1:38-
3-JOpm ME AUD.
SOC 11 3274 TIM, 12/17/02, 1:30-
E AUD.
SOC 11 3276 TIM, 12/17*2. 130-
330pm ME AUD.
SOC 11 3278 TUM2/17/B2, 130-
ME 332
SOC 11 3277 Tue. 12/17/02. 138-
330pm ME 332
SOC 11 3276 TUB, 12/17/02. 1:30-
330pm CO 331
SOC 11 4271 Tu* 12/17*2. 1:30-
330pm CO 330
SOC 11 7271 Wad, 12/16/02, 6*0-
8*0pm CO 422
SOC 11 7272 Thu, 12/19*2, 6*0-
8*0pm CO 412
SOC 11 7Z73 Wed, 12/18*2, 8:15-
10n»pm PH 11
SOC 11 8871 ScLira/BZ, 9*0-
11*0«n OO 412
SOC 11 9071 Wed, 12/18*9, 8COO-
8:00pm CO 422
SOC 33 7274 Thu, 12/19*2, 8*0-
6*0pm CO 331
SOC 34 3280 Man, 12/23/02. 130-
330pm CO 413
SOC 35 3261 Tnu. 12/19*2, 9*0-
11:QO«m CO 412
SOC 38 7275 Thu, 12/19*2. 8:15-
10:16pm CO 331
SOC 37 3282 Mon. 1223*2. 9:00-
11,-OOem CO 413
SPN 11 2831 WM, 12^6*2,
330pm CO 213
SPN 11 2832 W»d,1W6*2, 1:30-
330pm CO 214
8PN 11 2633 Wed. 12/16*2, 130-
330pm CO 227
SPN 11 2634 Wed, 12/18*2, 138-
3:30pm CO 228
SPN 11 6831 1ue, 12^7*2, 6:00-
8:00pm BH 228
SPN 11 8832 Tue, 12/17*9, 6:00-
8;00pm BH 226
SPN 11 8633 1U». 12/17*3, 6:00-
6--OOp«n BH 228
SPN 11 8611 Sat, 12/21*2. 8*0-
11*0*ffi CO 203
SPN 12 2635 Mon, 1248*2. 11:15-
1:16pm CO 243
SPN 12 2636 Mon, 12*6/02, 11:15-
1-.1Spm CO 227
SPN 12 2638 Mon. 12/18*2. 1 1rl5-
1:15pm CO 228
SPN 12 6834 Mon, 12/1*02. 6*0-
B*0pm CO 277
SPN 12 6636 Mon, 12/16*2, 8*0-
8*0pm CO 228
SPN 12 6636 Men, 12/18*2, 6*0-
6,-OOpm CO 243
SPN 12 8612 8«L 12^ 1*2. 9*0-
11:OMm CO 213
SPN 13 2838 Mon, 12/23*2, 138-
3:30pm CO 203
SPN 13 6837 T0U, 12/1M2. 6*0-
B*0pm CO 243
SPN 17 2840 Thu, 12*9*2, 1:90-
330pm CO 227
SPN 17 6619 SM, 1271*2, 9*0-
I1*0am CO 243
SPN 20 2841 Tnu, 12/19*2, fcOO-
11*0wn CO 243
SPN 21 8638 WM, 12^8*2, «K»-
8:00pm CO 243
SPN 22 2842 Thu, 12/18*2, 130-
3:30pm CO 243
SPN 24 2643 Man, 12/23*2. 130-
3:90pn CO 243
TEC 11 1721 Thu, 12/18*2,
5:45pm GT 204
TEC 11 9741 Thu. 12/19*2. 11 rtS-
1:1Spm GT 204
TEC 21 1722 Men, 12/23*2, 3:45-
5:45prtl GT B2
TEC 21 9742 Mon, 12/23*2, 11:15-
MSpm QT 208
TEC 91 9743 Wed. 12/18*2, 130-
3:30pm GT 204
TEC 41 9744 Tue, 12/17*2, 130-
3:30pn OT 204
WPH 11 7151 Wed, 12rt8*2, 6*0-
8:00pm ME 304
WPH 12 3162 Mon. 12/23*2, 9*0-
ME 304
WPH 21 3163 Thu, 12/18*2. 11:15-
1:15pm ME 201
WPH 22 7152 Thu, 12/10*2, 6:00-
8:00pn ME G16
WPH 23 8521 Sat, 12/21*2, 9*0-
H*oan ME 201
WPR 24 8522 Sat. 12/21*2, 11:15-
1:15pm ME 201
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Boogie Rican
Boulevard is a one-woman
show written and performed
by (he multi- talented Caridad
De La Luz. The play, which is
produced by Urban Latino
Media and directed by Nelson
Vasquez, of the Spanish Mob,
is about a dysfunctional
Puerto Rican family struggling
between traditional and con-
temporary varues In the
Boogie Down Bronx.
Caridad De La Luz
brings to life six characters,
such as Maribella. the know it
all teenager; Cuca, Maribella's
single mother and big sister;
Pito, the wannabe rapper, and
father of Cuca's unborn child;
Don Jose, the Yankee fanatic,
grandfather and bodeguero;
Lola, Maribella's oldest sister
who has two children, and a
severe drug addiction. And
last but not least, Marta, the
comical pothead with an iden-
tity crisis.
De La Luz's ability to
act and rhyme is displayed
brilliantly throughout the entire
show Furthermore, the
smooth transition between
characters makes it hard to
distinguish whether or not
there is more than one actor in
the program. She also has
the canny ability to sort of hyp-
notize you, constantly pulling
you into her world, and mak-
ing you feel her pain as well as
her joy
La Bruja (Caridad De
La Luz) has been performing
for most of her life, and has
worked alongside some big
names, such as Spike Lee
and Vanessa Williams, as well
as appearing on HBO's
Def Poetry Jam. She also has
a hip-hop album called The
Bfu, which is available on her
website www.labrujanyc.corn.
Nevertheless, despite all her
accomplishments. La Bruja
continues to live in the Boogie
Down Bronx where she was
bom and raised.
Because of the
show's recent success it will
run for another five weeks,
from November 13 till
December 14, at Teatro Latea-
Clemente Soto Velez Cultural
Center located at 107 Suffolk
Street between Delancey and
Rivington Street. Tickets for
this show are $15.00, and can
be reserved at (212) 807-
4775, or purchased in
advance at
www.urbanlatino.com. If you
haven't already seen the
show, I suggest that you get
your hands on a couple of tick-
ets, invite a friend or two and
enjoy La Bruja at her best.
-Peter Salas
A Review of This Semester fs Play
1 his semester the theatre and
dance workshops chose what
many men call a touchy fccly
subject and in turn what many
women call love. Men are from
Mars and women are from Venus,
Women are too sensitive and Men
just don't understand. This back
and forth men vs. women thing,
seems to be the two main charac-
ter's theme for the play entitled
Blinded by Love, wri t ten by
Evelyn Green. The play was
about Destiny and her abusive,
vio lent , weed and cigarette-
smoking boyfriend named Jose
and their queer (for a lack of a
better word) relationship. What
made their relationship so queer?
Well, if I were too guc,ssing, I
would say that it lacked love and
communication. This was not
your typical love story, because
conventional wisdom tells me
that this play had nothing to do
with love in its purest and origi-
nal form. Through the constant
arguing, I couldn't figure out how
the two main characters hap-
pened to meet each other, let
alone like each other for they
seemed to have no th ing in com-
mon. It was "crazy love" if you
asked me. But I get confused....
Was this play about how Destiny
just couldn't drop her loser
boyf r iend like a bad habit
because she loved him very
much. Or was it a sfory about
how she couldn' t leave Jose
because she just cared lor him
and thought that she was in love
with him? Maybe Destiny was
li terally blinded by her sheer illu-
sion of the word love. "You don't
know anyth ing about love," says
Kevin to Destiny in one particular
scene. And neither do 1, but I do
know this, when Kevin, played
by actor Damon Middle-ton said
those six lines, he was absolutely
right. Destiny had no clue.
1 here were many other charac-
ters Ln this play as well. To sum-
mari7.e them, there was destiny
played by Miguelina Acevedo,
and her friends including one gay
man (a girl's best friend) and fur
her boyfriend Jose, played by
actor Dario N Torres there were a
couple of his friends including
one "nice guy." (The soft punk
type)- Overall the play was good
and entertaining. The actors per-
formed very well, especially the
dancers who danced beaut i fu l ly .
But as typical, of college plays
the actors did have their moments
when they forget a line or two or
when they have the giggles on
stage. The play had some danc-
ing, dr inking, smoking and curs-
ing, but not enough to make the
play rated R. The characters were
Ghetto-type and humorous. The
play was very stylish with the
right amount of twis t and Uims.
/vs for the couple destiny and
Jose, Did they stay together'.' That
I'm not quite sure .The ending of
the play didn't give a clear-cut
answer. But underneath it all,
these questions arc being asked.
Ladies, how do you know when it
is rime to leave your man ? Would
you stay and support him while
he is going through some issues?
And guys, how do you know
when you can completely drop
the machismo act and commum-
-»
eate your1 whole thoughts and
feelings to a girl. Is there such a
thing as soul mate or true love?
Fernando Lopez
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ATTENTION:
BCC STUDENTS
DO YOU DREAM ABOUT BEING A
WRITER?
The National Book Foundation will sponsor its tenth annual
Summer Writing Camp from July 8th - July I6m, 2003. on the
campus of
Bennington College in Bennington, Vermont
Forty -eight students, age 14 and up. will be selected to partici-
pate in this
FREE, inter-generational program.
Participants are responsible, highly motivated individuals who
have a keen interest in
writing and reading and are willing to work hard.
(^Admission is based on financial need; some transportation
costs are not covered.)
The camp features four award-winning writers-in-rcsidence and
other special guests who introduce participants to a wide range
of literary experiences.
Download an application from our website at www.national-
. °
r
 email or call our offices Jo have an application
mailed to you: natbktd o <& in i nd spri ny . com ; 212.6X5.0261.
The postmark deadline for applications is February 23. 2003.
Finish here,
Now is the time to continue your undergraduate
education by transferring to lona. Choose from any
of our 42 majors. You may be eligible for scholarships
up to $7,000 depending on your GPA.
Deadline to appty. Friday, January 1 7, 2003
For more information, call 800-23 1-IONA, our
Office of Admissions art 9 1-4-633-2502. or visrt us
online at www.iona.edu/info.
Aspire. Achieve.
ION A COLLEGE
715 North Avenue. New Rocbelle. NY
q 2.00 yean oj Christian Ejiu.ation.
Students Gets Close-Up Look at Authors
Picture this: 150 eager high-school writers at the Donnell Library Center, part of The Branch Libraries of The New York Public Library. They
were hanging on to every word from a panel of five award-winning authors, finalists for the National Book Award for "Young People's
Literature." It seems as if writing is alive and well in New York City.
A great deal of indispensable advice was offered to the fledgling writers. M.T. Anderson, author of Feed, stated that "the act of writing is so
solitary that it is amazing to think that people read it." When asked by one of the students how to prepare themselves to ply their craft, he
continued, Try to read a wide variety of writers. There are so many different ways to tell a story."
Of particular importance to many of the students was the subject of how writers find their stories. "How much do you use your own personal
experience?" asked a Queens high-school student. Jacqueline Woodson (author of Hush) replied, The emotional parts are autobiographi-
cal, even if the physical aspect is not." Also offering their unique perspectives were Nancy Farmer (The House of the Scorpion), Naomi
Shibab Nye {19 Varieties of Gazelle: Poems of the Middle East) and Elizabeth Partridge (This Land Was Made for You and Me: The Life &
Songs of Woody Guthrie). Partridge atso shared with the students that Guthrie was a real character, and not always the nicest man, but
one who was gifted.
The diverse group of authors explore remarkably provocative subjects: cloning, brain-implanted advertising messages, the witness protec-
tion program, the Middle East conflict, as well as the
life of Woody Guthrie. One of the most distinctive parts
of the events was the opportunity provided for stu-
dents and authors to mix and chat informally.
At a gala presentation hosted by actor Steve Martin on
Wednesday, November 20th, at the Marriott Marquis
Hotel, the 2002 National Book Foundation awards
were presented. Nancy Farmer won the "Young
People's Literature" award for The House of the
Scorpion. Other winners included Ruth Stone (In the
Next Galaxy) for poetry, Julia Glass (Three Junes) for
fiction, and Robert A. Caro for nonfiction (Master of
the Senate: The Years of Lyndon Johnson).
0V* W W" *f* • Vfoy s for fot s
MKRRG /s Holding Their
nnual Toy Drive To Help
'nfortunate Children Celebrate
Christmas!!!
Date: December 1 st to 15th
Where: Donations Accepted
In Room 420 Lowe Hall
Time: 9.ooam to 5.00 pm
Wifl $tetf $r Accepting Donations
-During Club Hours On Thursday
J&J$fgfo:J$ 2.00pm
itffhe RS.B.C Center
Rt'STAVRANT
At
*w • tern.
To/: f 718) CO t - 76OO/f
\,
Caribbean
l>flIVIN& SCHOOL
8ronx, N.V. 1CM5A
(/IS) 3H3 3100
(litty] T«l: (718) 84S-3741
UvmUto Senrtcs Coster tec,
NYC OFRCJAL LfCENSEO TOW TRUCK
N.Y. STATE INSPECTION STATION
GIKMH AUTfi KPAI8
«
BMy*Jas«
PrwJd«»rtt
2590BsH6yAve.
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Project Access
will offer confidential HIV screening
and testing from 10 AM to 3 PM
every other Thursday in Loew Hall
10:
For information call extension 5858.
There is walk-in service; no appointment
is necessary.
REGISTER EARLY!
Register for a course in January and get a jump-start
on your Spring 2003 semester by completing
a 2-, 3- or 4-credit course.
The Spring 2003 Session I is from
January 6, 2003 - January 23, 2003.
Currently enrolled BCC students may register December 2,
2002 -December 13, 2002. Register by calling (212) 956-
9821, 9823, 9825 or 9827 or register online at
http//ESIMS.CUNY.EDU. All students may pay after they
complete their registration:
December 2,2002 - January 2,2003.
Are you
•hi •••^ Bfe'^ Baa*. M
in• Communication Design• Computer Engineering Technology
Computer Systems Technology
Architectural Technology
City Tech has the baccalaureate degree just for you!
Join us for the
spring '03 semester
Direct Admissions starts
November 1st!!!!!!
Call the
Off ice of Admissions
at (718) 260-5500
for information about
all of these programs.
Entertainment Technology
Facilities Management
Graphic Aria Production Management
Hospitality Management
Human Service*
Legal Assistant Studies
Occupational Teacher Education
Technology Teacher Education
Travel and Tourism
Telecommunications Technology
War and Morality- continuation
unilateral use of force by America, because that would be a declara-
tion of moral certainty-a declaration that there is a danger which
necessitates the extreme response of military action. The use of force
would be an unambiguous statement that there are no legitimate
concerns of Iraq" to be respected, and that a dictatorial warmonger
will not be allowed to remain in power.
By contrast, the dipbmatic approach to Iraq-the one President
Bush has accepted-rests on the premise that no one can be sure
what is right. Diplomacy asserts: "Since there is no black-and-white,
all differences are resolvable, so let's consider everyone's desires
and work it out like gentlemen." U.N.
representatives hail the current resolution because it was cobbled
together by the' collective consciousnesses of the world's rulers. No
nation has the right-they all claim-to act on its own. No nation can
take it upon itself to determine when it should go to war Such deci-
sions can emerge only from an international consensus that hails the
"legitimate concerns" of all parties and that eschews all moral
judgment.
President Bush could have categorically repudiated this
approach. If he were more confident in the morality of waging a
defensive war, he could have announced that the principles of a free
country mandate that we defend ourselves by removing the threat
posed by Iraq, regardless of whether other countries agree.
After all, Hussein is a self-avowed enemy of America. He went
to war with us eleven years ago, when he tried to seize control over
the oil that America buys. He attempted to assassinate the ex-
President Bush. He has chemical and biological weapons which can
readily be delivered to the U.S. He is pursuing a program to acquire
nuclear weapons. He finances and harbors terrorists.
Any dictatorship that has the capability, and has demonstrat-
ed the willingness, to attack America's interests, is a threat that
deserves to be eliminated. The justification for war is not some amoral
calculation about geopolitical "balances of power." The only justifica-
tion is a moral one-and the only nation entitled to invoke it is one that
upholds freedom. In a battle between gangsters, both sides are
wrong; in a battle between tyranny and freedom, it is the proponents
of the latter who are In the right. Saddam Hussein Is an enemy, poten-
tial or actual, of every free country in the world. The outlaw-state of
Iraq has no right to its "territorial integrity"-any more than did the
Taliban in Afghanistan or the Nazis in Germany.
We all recognize the objective difference between criminals
and the police. The fact that both parties carry weapons does not
make it difficult to evaluate the one as a threat to our rights and the
other as a protector of those rights. The same applies to countries:
dictatorships are criminal states, while the government of a free coun-
try is the police who uses force to defend its citizens against those
criminals. The moral distinction between the initiator and the retalia-
tor is obvious to everyone except our diplomats (and our intellectu-
als). Passing moral judgment is the one act they seek to avoid. "Who
are we to judge," they declare
amorally-leaving conflicts' to be resolved through pragmatic horse-
trading and arm-twisting.
But making moral judgments is the basic requirement of an
effective foreign policy. We need to identify the danger posed to the
value of human life and human liberty by certain regimes. The
government of Iran, for example, which is the wellspring of world ter-
rorism, is a physical threat to America and should be militarily sub-
dued. The same goal applies to other aggressor countries that are
demonstrable threats to the safety of Americans.
Twenty-one years ago, Israel sent 16 warplanes to bomb and
destroy a nuclear facility in Iraq that was soon to be activated. It
sought no U.N. resolutions, it issued no warnings about "serious con-
sequences" and it was undeterred by the prospect of worldwide dis-
approval. It was confident in the Tightness of its actions. One can only
hope that President Bush will find the moral courage to emulate that
approach.
The preceding editorial has been produced by the Ayn Rand
Institute's MediaLink department. Visit MediaUnk at http:Mwww.ayn-
rand.org/medialink/.
Peter Schwartz is editor and contributing author of Return of
the Primitive: The Anti-Industrial Revolution by Ayn Rand and is chair-
man of the board of directors of the Ayn Rand Institute in Irvine, Calif.
The Institute promotes the philosophy of Ayn Rand, author of Atias
Shrugged and The Fountainhead.
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HOLIDAY LIGHT
ANIMALS IN LIGHTS-BRONX ZOO AT NIGHT
;,.:-.v'"-..
Nov. 22-Dec 15, Fti-Sun.
Dec 16-Jan. 6,2003, Mon.-Sun.
O|X*rt 5:00pni -9:00prii (Closed Dec. 24)
50% Discount
for BCC Students!
Don't Miss Oat!
Additional Scholarship Opportunity
Applications are being accepted for the
Talbots Women's
Scholarship Fund.
which awards five S1(),(XK) scholarships and fifty
$1,000 scholarships to women seeking a bachelor's or
associate's degree later in life.
Applications can be downloaded from
the company's website at www,talbols.cotn/about/schol-
ar/scholar.asp. Applicants to the Fund must be women
currently residing in the United States who earned a high
school diploma or GED at least 10 years ago; be seeking
a degree from an accredited two- or tour year college,
university or vocational-technical school. The) must
also have at least two fu l l - t ime semesters or 24 credits
remaining to complete their undergraduate degree.
Deadline for entries is March 3, 2003, or
until 1,000 applications have been received.
HOT CHICK
STARTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13TH AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
BCC ART & MUSIC DEPARTMENT
&
THE MUSIC CLUB
PRESENTS
IN PERFORMANCE
LIVE
Hear BCC Students Perform
Virtuoso Piano Works By:
Beethoven
Haydn
Schumann
Back
Clementi
Friday, December 13
1:00 PM
GML Auditorium
Free and Open to tne
Putlic
